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Liberalisation de la filiere coton en Côte d’Ivoire quinze ans apres :
empreinte spatiale et organisationnelle
Simplice Yao Koffi

Liberalisation de la filiere coton en Côte d’Ivoire quinze ans apres :
empreinte spatiale et organisationnelle. La libéralisation de la filière
coton en Côte d’Ivoire est d’inspiration occidentale. Ses approches sont
soutenues par les institutions de Breton Woods et la Coopération
Française. L’objectif de cette étude est de faire le bilan spatial et
organisationnel de ces réformes dans le bassin cotonnier de Côte
d’Ivoire. Les résultats de cette recherche ont révélé que la libéralisation
est { l’origine, d’une part, de la restructuration de l’espace cotonnier.
D’autre part, elle a occasionné une dynamique organisationnelle liée {
l’activité des sociétés cotonnières et des producteurs. En outre, on
observe le non respect des zones d’intervention définies par cette
libéralisation. Ce non respect se manifeste par l’incursion des sociétés
cotonnières dans les espaces en dehors de leur bloc initial. Dans cette
logique d’incursion, la CIDT s’en sort car dans sa zone, les producteurs
qu’elle encadre produisent significativement trois plus que ceux
encadrés par les sociétés cotonnières privées. Ce constat suscite un débat
en ce qui concerne le maintien de la libéralisation de la filière coton en
Côte d’Ivoire.
Mots clés : Côte d’Ivoire, Culture du coton, Libéralisation

The liberalization of the cotton sector in Ivory Coast after fifteen
years: spatial and organizational marks. The liberalization of the
cotton sector in Ivory Coast is inspired by industrialized countries. Its
approaches are supported by the Breton Woods institutions and the
French Cooperation. The aim of this study is to review spatial and
organizational reforms in the cotton basin of Ivory Coast. The results of
this research revealed that liberalization is the cause of the restructuring
of the cotton area. On the other hand, it has resulted an organizational
dynamic based on the activity of the cotton companies and producers. In
addition, the areas defined by the liberalization are not respected by
cotton agencies. This non-compliance is manifested by the incursion of
cotton companies in areas outside their initial block. In this logic of
incursion, the producers of public society (CIDT) produce significantly
more than those supervised by private cotton companies. This
observation raises a debate regarding the continued liberalization of the
cotton sector in Ivory Coast.
Keywords : Ivory Coast, Cotton, Liberalization
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1. INTRODUCTION
La Côte d’Ivoire, un pays situé en Afrique de l’Ouest, a deux zones écologiques du
point de vue de la végétation. Il s’agit de la forêt localisée dans la partie sud et de la
savane qu’on trouve au nord du pays. L’économie, basée essentiellement sur
l’agriculture, s’est appuyée sur ces zones écologiques pour développer des spéculations
agricoles. Ainsi, dans le sud forestier, s’est implanté le binôme café-cacao qui constitue
près de 20 % du Produit Intérieur Brut (PIB) et 40 % des recettes d’exportations. Au
nord, la culture du coton s’est imposée et a aujourd’hui une contribution de 1,7 % dans
le PIB en Côte d’Ivoire et sa part dans les exportations a atteint 7 % au début des années
2000.
Avant la crise militaro-politique de septembre 2002, le coton employait environ
200 000 producteurs et faisait vivre près de 3,5 millions de personnes. En outre, cette
culture a permis le développement des activités industrielles fondées sur l’égrenage du
coton-graine, la filature et l’huilerie. Par ces constats, la culture du coton se révèle
comme un facteur de développement et de lutte contre la pauvreté en milieu rural.
A l’instar des autres filières agricoles, la filière coton a connu un processus de
libéralisation, dès 1990, qui a abouti en septembre 1998 { la scission de la Compagnie
Ivoirienne pour le Développement des Textiles (CIDT) en trois lots. Cette libéralisation a
eu des effets sur l’organisation de l’espace cotonnier en Côte d’Ivoire et a suscité une
dynamique organisationnelle qu’il convient d’analyser. En un mot quel bilan peut-on
faire de la libéralisation de la filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire après quinze ans ? Dans cette
étude, il s’est agi d’abord d’expliquer le contexte et les conditions de la libéralisation de
la filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire. Ensuite, l’impact de cette libéralisation dans le bassin
cotonnier a été démontré { travers la dynamique spatiale et organisationnelle des
différents acteurs. Enfin, une réflexion sur l’avenir de la libéralisation de la filière coton
en Côte d’Ivoire a été entreprise.
Les résultats analysés dans cet article sont le fruit de plusieurs années de
recherche qui vont de 2001 { 2012.
2. LE CONTEXTE ET LES APPROCHES DE LA LIBERALISATION DE LA
FILIERE COTON EN COTE D’IVOIRE
Le contexte de la libéralisation de la filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire
La libéralisation a pour objectif de supprimer le monopole d’Etat dans la gestion
des filières agricoles. Elle se manifeste par la disparition d’un Etat dirigiste pour faire
place { une absence de l’Etat dans le modèle de développement. Cette vision, née des
institutions de Breton Woods, a bénéficié d’un contexte et de raisons qui méritent d’être
soulignés dans le cadre de cette recherche.
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Selon plusieurs études, le coton constitue une source de revenu notable et
contribue au développement rural dans le nord de la Côte d’Ivoire [1, 2]. Etant le
poumon de l’économie dans cette partie du pays, cette spéculation a bénéficié d’une
attention particulière de l’Etat ivoirien depuis l’indépendance. En effet, dès 1963, la Côte
d’Ivoire a confié { la Compagnie Française pour le Développement des Fibres Textiles
(CFDT) le développement de la production cotonnière [2]. Cette société, héritage de la
colonisation française, a été chargée de l’encadrement des producteurs, de la collecte et
de l’égrenage du coton-graine. En outre, elle a assuré la vente de la fibre du coton. Dans
le souci de rendre la filière coton autonome et de manifester la souveraineté de l’Etat
ivoirien, nouvellement indépendant, la Compagnie Ivoirienne pour le Développement
des Textiles (CIDT), a été créée le 1er octobre 1973 [2].
Dans la nouvelle société étatique, la CFDT est demeurée actionnaire { hauteur de
30 % contre 70 % pour l'Etat ivoirien. Aussi, l’Etat ivoirien a-t-il demandé que la CFDT
joue un rôle d’assistance technique [2, 3]. Sous l’ère de la CIDT, les surfaces cultivées, le
nombre de producteurs, le rendement { l’hectare et le volume de production cotonnière
ont connu une augmentation. Par exemple les surfaces cultivées par producteurs ont été
doublées en passant de 0,77 { 1,44 hectare en 1984. En outre, la production cotonnière a
été multipliée par sept en atteignant 212 070 tonnes. Dans la même période, le nombre
de paysans a connu un doublement en passant de 47 000 { 184 000. Estimées { 146 400
hectares, les surfaces cultivées ont été multipliées par quatre et les rendements ont
également progressé en passant de 0,82 { 1,45 tonne/hectare [3].
En dépit de la croissance impressionnante de la culture du coton, liée { la création
de la CIDT, le secteur a été touché par les Programmes d’Ajustements Structurels (PAS)
orchestrés par les institutions de Breton Woods, notamment le Fonds Monétaire
International (FMI) et la Banque Mondiale (BM). Ces programmes avaient pour but le
règlement des difficultés liées { la crise économique survenue en 1980. Cette crise, en
effet, s’est caractérisée par l’incapacité de l’Etat { remplir ces engagements vis-{-vis des
sociétés d’Etat de façon générale et particulièrement de la CIDT.
Dans le souci de sauvegarder et de maintenir la compétitivité du coton parmi les
principales cultures d’exportation, la Côte d’Ivoire a signé un accord de prêt avec le FMI
en 1981. Les conditions pour bénéficier de ce prêt ont été la compression du personnel
de la CIDT et la suppression des subventions aux intrants [3]. Ces décisions ont mis fin {
l’allocation des ressources financières nécessaires { la CIDT par la Caisse de Stabilisation
et de Soutien des Prix des Produits Agricoles (CSSPPA). En effet, cette structure étatique,
qui était chargée du soutien des prix des cultures d’exportation, encaissait des revenus
énormes sur la filière cacao, lui permettant de financer le développement agricole du
pays et notamment celui de la culture du coton [2].
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Toutes ces réformes macro-économiques insufflées par les PAS ont favorisé un
surcoût dans la production cotonnière. Cette augmentation des coûts a amené les
producteurs { adopter plusieurs stratégies comme l’extensification de la culture du
coton, le non-remboursement des prêts en fourniture d’intrants et le contrôle de la
main-d’œuvre ainsi que des moyens de production [3].
L’autre conséquence a été une perte cumulée de 14 milliards de FCFA accusée par
la CIDT en 1990. Face { cette situation, le gouvernement ivoirien a décidé de l'assigner {
un programme de restructuration dont l’objectif est de l'équilibrer financièrement. Ce
programme de restructuration s'est traduit par la signature d'une convention cadre sur
une période de 5 ans [3]. Ayant démarré en 1991, le programme de restructuration
financièrement de la CIDT a pris fin en 1996.
Cette restructuration a eu un impact positif sur la production cotonnière qui a
atteint un pic de 400 000 tonnes { la fin des années 1990 et avec 1,4 tonne de cotongraine/hectare, les rendements sont parmi les plus élevés d'Afrique [2]. Cependant, les
constats sur le terrain ont montré que les efforts des producteurs n’ont pas été
récompensés car leur désir de capter une plus grande partie des revenus issus du cotongraine a été vain. Seules les industries textiles et commerciales françaises et ivoiriennes
ont profité de la révolution cotonnière [3]. Tous ces facteurs ont justifié la mise en place
d’un processus de libéralisation de la filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire. A l’échelle des pays
francophones d’Afrique les approches de cette libéralisation divergent d’un pays { un
autre.
Les approches de la libéralisation de la filière coton en Afrique francophone
Il existe deux approches de la libéralisation de la filière coton en Afrique
francophone ; il s’agit de la libéralisation avec une intervention de l’Etat soutenue par la
Coopération Française et de la libéralisation sans intervention de l’Etat préconisée par la
Banque Mondiale (BM) et le Fonds Monétaire International (FMI) [4, 5, 6].
La libéralisation avec une intervention de l’Etat ou interventionnisme soutient
une libéralisation qui prend en compte la spécificité des pays cotonniers. Cette approche
s'appuie sur les réformes progressives qui ne cherchent pas { casser brutalement les
institutions qui satisfont par leur fonctionnement. Cette forme de libéralisation
recommande une contractualisation de type interprofessionnelle entre les différents
acteurs de la filière, dans le but d'éviter un processus de concurrence imparfaite [4, 5].
L’avantage de la démarche interventionniste est une intégration permettant de
maintenir une protection phytosanitaire efficace et d'assurer une bonne compétitivité
grâce { la vulgarisation des avancées de la recherche auprès des producteurs [4, 5]. En
outre, le volet contractualisation de l’approche de libéralisation avec l’Etat permet de
sécuriser le préfinancement des achats d'intrants et de coton-graine par les banques et
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facilite la mise en place d'un cadre de concertation. Ce cadre de concertation permet de
fixer les prix { travers des mécanismes de stabilisation négociés [4, 5].
L’approche de libéralisation avec l’Etat, soutenue par la Coopération Française,
peut admettre la présence d’un opérateur unique (public ou privé) si les économies
d'échelles le justifient. Cet opérateur unique peut exercer dans l’un ou l’autre des
métiers de la filière coton, notamment l’approvisionnement en intrants, la
commercialisation primaire et l’égrenage ou l’exportation. La Coopération Française
préconise une autre alternative qui est celle d'une privatisation avec la participation des
producteurs au capital des entreprises [4, 5].
Pour finir, l’approche interventionniste offre aux organisations paysannes un
statut de coresponsables des décisions qui engagent leurs activités sur le terrain. Aussi,
elle est une opportunité pour les producteurs, en leur permettant d’être autonomes [4,
5].
Contrairement { la Coopération Française, les institutions de Breton Woods (BM
et FMI) soutiennent une libéralisation sans l’intervention de l’Etat ; c’est l’approche non
interventionniste. Cette approche défend une libéralisation des marchés qui s’appuient
sur des mesures permettant, en principe, aux producteurs de capter des revenus plus
élevés dans une situation de concurrence. Dans cette circonstance, la libéralisation sans
Etat préconise un éclatement du monopole des sociétés cotonnières [4, 5].
Selon les institutions de Breton Woods, les sociétés d’Etat augmentent les charges
de la filière coton par des coûts de revient élevés. C’est pourquoi, les producteurs
obtiennent peu de revenus. Comme solutions, elles préconisent une libéralisation
rampante qui consiste { maintenir le monopole de la société d’Etat tout en vidant de
façon progressive son contenu. Cette forme de libéralisation a été expérimentée au
Bénin. L’autre scénario adopté est une libéralisation avec privatisation brutale dont le
résultat est de démanteler la société cotonnière étatique comme c’est le cas en Côte
d'Ivoire [4, 5]. Mais, la forme de libéralisation de la filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire a fait
débat entre les tenants d’une privatisation de la CIDT en bloc et ceux d’une privatisation
par usine. Alors que la privatisation en bloc favorisait la conservation de l’intégration
verticale de la filière, la privatisation par usine autorisait une concurrence entre
opérateurs [3]. Le processus de libéralisation, qui a démarré dans les années 1990, a eu
un impact spatial et institutionnel en Côte d’Ivoire.
3. LE PROCESSUS ET L’IMPACT DE LA LIBERALISATION DE LA FILIERE
COTON EN COTE D’IVOIRE
La libéralisation en Côte d’Ivoire a été un long processus qui mérite d’être analysé
en vue de maîtriser les grandes dates et évènements qui l’ont suscitée. En outre, elle est
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responsable d’une dynamique spatiale et institutionnelle dans le bassin cotonnier du
pays.
Le processus de la libéralisation de la filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire
Le processus de libéralisation a commencé par une privatisation partielle de la
CIDT en septembre 1998 [3]. Cette libéralisation partielle s’est matérialisée par la
privatisation de deux lots du bassin cotonnier suite { un appel d’offre international
remporté par Ivoire Coton (IC) et la Compagnie Cotonnière Ivoirienne (LCCI) (Carte 1).
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Installée dans le Nord-Ouest, Ivoire Coton est contrôlée par IPS, une entreprise du
groupe Agha Khan. Avec trois usines (Boundiali 1 et 2, Dianra), cet opérateur privé
bénéficie également de la participation du négociant Paul Rheinhardt. Sa capacité
d’égrenage estimée { 118 000 tonnes, ce lot a été acquis { un montant de 24 milliards
FCFA.
Pour un montant de 29 milliards de FCFA, le bloc Nord-Ouest a été concédé {
LCCI et est contrôlé par le groupe suisse l'Aiglon, avec une participation du groupe
Bolloré Albatros et de la société de négoce international Shorex Investments. LCCI
possède trois usines notamment Korhogo 1 et 2 sans oublier Ouangolodougou. En 2002,
une quatrième usine, construite { M’bengué, a rapporté la capacité d’égrenage du bloc {
200 000 tonnes.
Les quatre autres usines (Mankono, Séguéla, Bouaké et Zatta), situées dans le bloc
Centre et avec une capacité d’égrenage de 120 000 tonnes, sont restées au sein de la
CIDT, l’opérateur étatique dont la privatisation devait intervenir en 2000. N’étant pas
d’accord avec la forme de libéralisation qu’elle considère comme un démantèlement de
la filière coton, la CFDT, a cédé ces parts { l’Etat { hauteur de 18 milliards de FCFA.
A la suite de la privatisation partielle, on a assisté { une phase transitoire qui
devait en principe s’étende sur deux ans (1998 { 2000). Cette période transitoire a
donné un rôle de coordination { la CIDT, en attendant la mise en place des nouvelles
sociétés privées [3].
Pendant la période transitoire, la filière coton a été gérée par un comité tripartite
créé par décret et composé de quinze membres représentés par l’Etat, les sociétés
cotonnières, les producteurs et les filateurs. Le comité se chargeait de la fixation du prix
du coton-graine, des allocations du coton-graine entre les trois sociétés et de la mise en
place des fédérations des producteurs et des égreneurs [3]. Il devait également
coordonner la création d’un organe qui devait être l’interface entre les différents acteurs
de la filière coton.
La dynamique spatiale et organisationnelle liée à la libéralisation de la
filière coton en Côte d’Ivoire
Dans le cadre de la libéralisation de la filière coton, l’interprofession
(INTERCOTON) a été créée le 22 novembre 2000. Cette structure regroupant tous les
acteurs a succédé au comité tripartite. La libéralisation, ayant décidé la perte du
monopole de la filière coton par la CIDT, a consacré une liberté dans la fixation des prix
et la collecte du coton-graine. En fonction des blocs définis, chaque égreneur devient
responsable de l’encadrement des producteurs et de la collecte du coton-graine. La
construction de nouvelles usines était possible { conditions que les investisseurs
assurent l’encadrement de leurs producteurs. Enfin, dans le cadre de contrats
[12]
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commerciaux, un égreneurs pouvait s’approvisionner en coton-graine auprès d’un autre
égreneur. Cette vision de la libéralisation de la filière coton a été perturbée par une
dynamique spatiale et organisationnelle, par moment, non voulue.
Au niveau spatial, en plus de la structuration de l’espace cotonnier soulignée dès
le départ, on a assisté { l’avènement de nouveaux égreneurs. Il s’agit de la Société
Industrielle des Savanes (SICOSA) et de la Développement des Opérations Agroindustrielles (DOPA). Ainsi, la SICOSA, appartenant aux producteurs, a construit une
usine d’une capacité de 60 000 tonnes { Korhogo. Cette usine, inaugurée en 2002, avait
l’intention d’encadrer les producteurs avec l’aide de l’Agence Nationale d’Appui au
Développement Rural (ANADER) et son capital est détenu par l’Union Régionale des
Entreprises Coopératives des Savanes de Côte d’Ivoire (URECOS-CI). En raison de la
crise militaro-politique, survenue en septembre 2002, l’usine SICOSA n’a pas fonctionné
comme il le faut car elle a été détruite en partie et ces produits phytosanitaires ont été
détournés pour faire les cultures vivrières. Conçue par les structures textiles locales
comme la Société Cotonnière de la Côte d’Ivoire (COTIVO) et la Filature et Tissage
Gonfreville (FTG), la DOPA est arrivée en 2004 et son usine construite { Bouaké a une
capacité de 35 000 tonnes. L’objectif de la DOPA était, dès le départ, de s’appuyer sur
l’URECOS-CI pour son approvisionnement en coton-graine. Mais cet objectif a été révisé
dans la mesure où le réseau URECOS-CI a été déstabilisé par la crise militaro-politique et
était incapable d’honorer ses engagements. Ainsi, en 2004, la Côte d’Ivoire avait une
capacité d’égrenage d’environ 595 000 tonnes.
Les nouvelles usines entre dans le cadre d’une stratégie des organisations
paysannes qui voulaient remplacer l’ancien mécanisme de stabilisation des prix [8]. En
plus de cette stratégie collective, les producteurs ont développé des stratégies
individuelles notamment la diversification vivrière et l’intensification de l’élevage de
case et d’appoint [8, 10].
Depuis la campagne cotonnière 2005/2006, LCCI a déclaré faillite. Ses activités
ont été reprises par Ivoire Coton (usine de M’Bengué), la Société d’Exploitation
Cotonnière de Ouangolodougou (SECO) détenue par le groupe OLAM (usine de
Ouangolodougou) et par la Compagnie Ivoirienne Cotonnière (COIC) appartenant {
l’union de coopérative ou faîtière « Yebé Wognon » pour les usines de Korhogo 1 et 2.
Ainsi, le bloc Nord-Est est désormais géré collégialement par toutes ces entreprises.
Des enquêtes, réalisées en 2012, ont montré que les blocs définis au début de la
libéralisation ne sont plus respectés. En effet, on assiste { une incursion inter-bloc des
sociétés cotonnières. Ainsi, dans le bloc Centre, d’autres sociétés cotonnières comme le
COIC et la SECO encadrent des producteurs. De même, la CIDT, la société étatique,
encadre des producteurs dans le bloc Nord-Ouest et Nord-Est. Certains producteurs,
pour se mettre { l’abri des retards de paiement de leur revenu, ont ouvert plusieurs
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exploitations qui sont encadrées par différentes sociétés cotonnières. Des exemples ont
été rencontrés { Mankono et { Bouaflé où dans certains villages diverses sociétés
cotonnières exercent leur activité d’encadrement. Des dysfonctionnements semblables
existent dans la commercialisation du coton-graine et l’organisation des producteurs.
Avant la libéralisation, la collecte du coton-graine était assurée par les
Groupements { Vocation Coopérative (GVC) qui avaient un rayonnement au niveau
villageois. Mais en décembre 1997, dans le souci de préparer les producteurs { la
libéralisation, une nouvelle loi coopérative a été mise sur pied. Cette loi a autorisé la
création de coopératives { l’échelle sous-préfectorale et départementale. Ces
coopératives ont la possibilité de mettre en place des sections ou des sous-sections dans
les villages de leur aire de couverture en vue de la collecte du coton-graine en leur nom.
A Aka N’guessankro-campement par exemple, l’organisation de la commercialisation du
coton-graine est assurée par la section de la Coopérative Zone de Savane de Bouaflé
(CZSB) (Photo 1 et 2).

En outre, les coopératives peuvent se regrouper pour créer une union de
coopératives qui a une marge de manœuvre plus grande. En principe, toutes les unions
de coopératives de la filière coton devaient se mettre ensemble pour asseoir une
fédération qui a pour objectif de défendre leur intérêt devant l’Etat.
Malgré cette disposition légale, la filière coton a connu un dysfonctionnement en
ce qui concerne l’organisation des producteurs. Dans les villages, les producteurs vont
mettre en place des Groupements Informels (GI) qui n’ont aucune existence légale. Ces
groupements continuent d’exister et collectent le coton-graine { la place des
coopératives légalement constituées dans de nombreux villages.
[14]
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La crise militaro-politique de septembre 2002 a accru le déficit financier des
sociétés cotonnières et cela a eu pour conséquence le retard de paiement des revenus
des producteurs. Cette situation a été { l’origine de l’émergence des pisteurs qui sont en
fait des commerçants qui achètent le coton-graine sans avoir financé les intrants et { un
prix inférieur au prix fixé. Ils le font soit pour le compte d'une structure, soit pour le
revendre ensuite { un égreneur [3].

L’autre raison est la chute de la production

cotonnière qui est passée de 400 000 { 120 000 tonnes entre 2001 et 2008, entraînant
une surcapacité des sociétés cotonnières et la course au coton-graine. Cette surcapacité
a orchestré la fermeture de certaines usines comme celle de Zatta située dans le bloc
cotonnier Centre (Photo 3).

En outre, la libéralisation a occasionné l’avènement de multiples organisations
fédératives ayant diverses missions.
Il y a d’abord, l’Autorité de Régulation du Coton et de l’Anacarde (ARECA) qui
dans le cadre de la libéralisation assure une mission de régulation des activités
cotonnières et veille au respect des objectifs de la filière. Ensuite, l’Association
Interprofessionnelle de la Filière Coton (INTERCOTON) qui a pour but de réunir les
organisations professionnelles de la production, de la transformation et de la
commercialisation. Cette structure joue le rôle d’organe consultatif du gouvernement.
Enfin, dans la filière plusieurs institutions sont nées dont l’objectif principal est de
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défendre chaque groupe de métier. Ce fut le cas de l’Association des Faîtières de la
Filière Coton de Côte d’Ivoire (AFFICOT-CI) pour les producteurs et de l’Association
Professionnelle des sociétés Cotonnières de Côte d’Ivoire (APROCOT-CI) pour les
sociétés cotonnières. En raison du dysfonctionnement lié { la libéralisation de la filière
coton, de plus en plus, l’on a tendance { réclamer l’ancien modèle basé sur le monopole
d’Etat.
4. LA LIBERALISATION DE LA FILIERE COTON EN COTE D’IVOIRE : VERS
UN RETOUR A L’ANCIEN MODELE ?
Une étude, en 2012, a montré une incursion des sociétés cotonnières privées,
notamment Ivoire Coton, SECO et COIC dans le bloc cotonnier Centre réservé, en
principe, { la CIDT, la société étatique. Malgré cette incursion, les données ont révélé que
les producteurs encadrés par la CIDT produisent significativement trois fois plus que
ceux encadrés par le privé. Ce résultat s’explique par l’ancienneté et la longue
expérience de la CIDT, la crise militaro-politique de septembre 2002 qui n’a pas donné le
temps aux structures privées de s’organiser et la manifestation récente du phénomène
d’incursion.
Le résultat de cette étude, montrant la performance de la société étatique, en
dépit de la concurrence parfois déloyale des sociétés cotonnières privées, justifient un
possible retour { l’ancien modèle d’organisation de la filière coton basé sur le monopole
d’Etat. En effet, face aux multiples intervenants, les producteurs semblent embrouillés et
ne savent quoi faire. En outre, la libéralisation supposée régler la question du captage
d’une grande partie des revenus par les producteurs n’a pas pu atteindre cet objectif. Au
contraire, la filière coton a perdu sa performance d’avant la libéralisation car les
réformes entreprises n’ont pas pu endiguer les effets de la crise profonde que traverse la
production cotonnière depuis 2003.
Cette crise a de multiples facteurs dont la chute des cours mondiaux du coton
imputable aux subventions qu’offrent les pays développés { leurs producteurs, la crise
militaro-politique qu’a traversé le pays de septembre 2002 { avril 2011 et la faiblesse
des textes réglementaires de la libéralisation. Cette crise a touché le système
d’encadrement et a eu un impact sur la sécurisation des revenus des ménages
producteurs de coton. En effet, elle a favorisé une régression des paramètres cotonniers
comme le volume de production (90%), les superficies emblavées (54,03%) et le
nombre de producteur (55,13%), entre 2003 et 2009. A l’échelle des ménages, elle a
réduit les revenus agricoles et boosté la pauvreté en milieu rural. Aussi, entre 2002 et
2008, le taux de pauvreté dans le bassin cotonnier a-t-il gagné 16,8 points en passant de
50,9 { 67,7% [7]. Cette contre-performance concerne toutes les filières cotonnières
ouest-africaines dont l’avenir demeure sombre avec la libéralisation [9].
[16]
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5. CONCLUSION
La libéralisation de la filière coton, intervenue en septembre 1998, était au début
prometteur. En termes de structuration de l’espace cotonnier ainsi que de sa
gouvernance institutionnelle, cette libéralisation a eu un impact incontestable en Côte
d’Ivoire. Mais, elle n’a pas pu atteindre son objectif principal qui est l’amélioration des
revenus des producteurs en raison des dysfonctionnements liés surtout aux effets
pervers de la crise militaro-politique de septembre 2002. L’autre facteur limitant a été la
chute des cours mondiaux du coton imputable aux subventions qu’offrent les pays
développés { leurs producteurs. Face { la performance de la société étatique (CIDT), en
dépit de la concurrence des structures cotonnières privées, certaines opinions pensent
actuellement { un possible retour { l’ancien modèle qui existait avant la libéralisation.
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Landscape dynamics analysis in Iași Metropolitan Area (Romania)
using remote sensing data.
Cătălin Cîmpianu
Ema Corodescu

Analiza dinamicii peisajului în Zona Metropolitană Iași cu ajutorul
imaginilor satelitare. Lucrarea de față își propune observarea și
cuantificarea modificărilor survenite în modul de utilizare a terenurilor în
Zona Metropolitană Iași în perioada 1993-2009. În centrul analizei se
situează dinamica spațiului construit, prin identificarea traiectoriilor sale
de extindere și cuantificarea modificărilor sale de structură cu ajutorul
metricilor peisajului. În scopul extragerii datelor referitoare la modul de
utilizare a terenului, s-a apelat la manipularea complexă a imaginilor
satelitare Landsat, cu realizarea unor clasificări tematice supervizate,
precum și a indicelui normalizat al vegetației (NDVI). Lucrarea se încheie
prin efectuarea unei analize statistice sintetice a dinamicii modificărilor,
efectuată la nivel de comună, în scopul realizării unor comparații între
unitățile administrative în funcție de intensitatea dinamicii modificării
utilizării terenurilor.
Cuvinte cheie : dinamica spațiului construit, imagini satelitare, clasificare
supervizata, metrici ale peisajului, indice de vegetație, indicatori sintetici,

Landscape dynamics analysis in Iași Metropolitan Area (Romania)
using remote sensing data. The present paper focuses on the
observation and quantification of land cover changes in Iasi Metropolitan
Area during 1993-2009. The analysis is centered upon the built-up space
dynamics and includes the detection of its extension directions and the
measurement of its structural changes by landscape metrics. In order to
obtain the land cover data, some remote sensing images were processed
by supervised classification and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI). In the end of the study, a synthetic statistical analysis of the
change dynamics is performed at commune level, in order to compare the
administrative units by the intensity of land cover dynamics.
Key words: built-up space dynamics, remote sensing images, supervised
classification, landscape metrics, vegetation index, synthetic indicators
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1. INTRODUCTION
a.

Brief theoretical framing

Landcover changes caused by urban growth represent a very actual theme of
research and one of the most appropriate data sources for this type of anlysis is remote
sensing images. Monitoring landcover change in the proximity of urban areas can
satisfactory describe the patterns of landscape dynamics [1]. Landscape dynamics
intensity is strongly increased in urban periphery, by the accelerate development of
dispersed residential areas due to the economic, social and environmental benefits
proved by these peripheries accompanied by the increase in population mobility [2]. In
Romania, this phenomena was strongly enhanced by the liberalization of political and
economical life after 1990. The urban sprawl is is often associated with the outburst of
residential areas outside the limits of the buit-up areas created during communist
period, and the most common sprawl type in Romanian towns is the one alongside the
major roads [3].
b.

Study area and hypothesis

Iasi Metropolitan Area was estabilshed in 2004 and counts 13 communes
surrounding Iasi city. It representents a densely populated area, as it was inhabited, in
2009, by 400.323 people (47.81% of county population) on his area of 808 𝑘𝑚2 (only
14.74% of county surface) [4]. Consequently, we can issue the hypothesis that Iasi
Metropolitan Area suffers from a considerable level of demographic pressure and has
been obviously affected by land cover changes during last 20 years. Hence the present
paper focuses especially on the study of landscape dynamics in the study area - as it
represents the periphery of Iasi city and it follows the specific pattern for such an area rather than on assessing the cultural-territorial or functional-administrative relevance
and efficiency of this metropolitan area.
c.

Objectives

The present study is centered upon two types of objectives: methodological and
study-area focused. Therefore, the complex handling of satellite imagery, accompanied
by supervised classification accuracy testing, in order to extract a precise, high-quality
land cover represents our first approach. At the same time, we intended to draw certain
conclusions concerning the landscape dynamics in Iasi Metropolitan Area, by statistical
analysis of the resulted vector data.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The analysis was based on remote sensing images Landsat Thematic Mapper (30
× 30 𝑚) from 3 years: 1993, 2006 and 2009 – taken in June/July [5]. Initially, an image
from 2000 was also included, but as it was taken during the autumn, the land cover
aspect was enough different to generate errors in latter comparisons. The communes
limits for the study area as vector shapefile format were also used.
In order to manipulate remote sensing data and resulted vector data, we used
several software programs: Envi 5 – for image processing, Global Mapper 12 – for format
and project conversion of files, ArcGIS 9.3.1, including Patch Analyst extension [6] – for
vector analysis and mapping of results and Microsoft Office Excel 2010 – for landscape
metrics selection and graphical representation.
a.

Image processing

The extraction of land cover from remote sensing images involved three main
types of operations: preprocessing including Dark-Object Subtraction, supervised
classification and accuracy assessment test by confusion matrix. At the same time, a
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index was performed, aimed to highlight the changes
in vegetation land cover.

[21]
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The supervised classification was the most complex and important part of the
image processing. Four land cover classes were created: BUILT-UP AREAS, FARMLAND,
FOREST and WATER. Maximum Likelihood method was chosen, method which assumes
that the statistics for each class in each band are normally distributed and calculates the
probability that a given pixel belongs to a specific class [7]. Firstly, several Training
Areas for each class (approximately 150 in total) were digitized on-screen, using 432,
471 and 321 composites. These TA represent well-known areas, studied by fieldwork
and scattered within the study area. After this step, the computer used the spectral
respond of each class of Training Areas to recognize similar areas and included it in an
Landscape metric
Patch Size
Coefficient of
Variance (PSCoV)

Mean Patch Edge
(MPE)

Area Weighted
Mean Shape Index
(AWMSI)

Description
-calculates the coefficient
of variance of the patch
(i.e. individual
object/polygon resulted
form image classification)
area
-calculates the average
amount of edge
(perimeter) per patch
-it increases with the
patch shape irregularity

Formulae
𝑷𝑺𝑺𝑫

PSCoV = 𝑴𝑷𝑺 ×100
PSSD – patch size (area) standard
deviation
MPS – mean patch size (area)
𝑻𝑬

MPE= 𝑵𝑷
TE – total edge for all patches
(perimeter length)
NP – number of patches
𝐏𝐄𝐢
𝐧
𝐢=𝟏
𝐏𝐒𝟐
𝐢

AWMSI =
𝑵𝑷
𝑃𝐸𝑖 – each patch permieter (patch
egde)
𝑃𝑆𝑖 - each patch area (patch size)

adequate class. The results were converted to vector Shapefile format. The Kappa index
resulted from the accuracy assessment test performed had high values, proving the
precision of the resulted land cover: 93.86% for 1993, 91.61% for 2006 and 95.97% for
2009
b.

Landscape metrics calculations

Landscape metrics represent are a valuable tool to quantify the spatial landscape
properties [8]. From the various type of metrics available, we chose 3 simple metrics
(Table 1), computed for the 4 cells of the grid applied to the Iasi Metropolitan Area
(Figure 1) and at class level (i.e. for each land cover class).
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c.

Land cover change statistics

In order to measure the intensity in land cover change at commune level, two
dynamic land use indicator were calculated (Table 2).
Before calculating these indicators, several basic vector operations were made, in
order to provide the necessary data (Figure 2). After calculating, a synthetic map
including these indicators was performed.
Indicator name
Dynamic Land Use
Indicator [10]

Formulae
K=

Synthetic Dynamic Land
Use Indicator [11]

LC =

𝑼𝟐 −𝑼𝟏
𝑼𝟏 𝑻

×100 (%)

𝑈1 , 𝑈2 – areas covered with a specific land use class at the
start and end date respectively
T – period of time (years)
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 |∆𝑳𝑼𝒊−𝒋 |

𝟐

𝑳𝑼𝒊

𝟏

× 𝑻 × 𝟏𝟎𝟎 (%)

∆𝐿𝑈𝑖−𝑗 −the transition area from the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ land cover class to
other land cover classes
𝐿𝑈𝑖 − the area of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ land cover at the starting date
T – period of time (years)

[23]
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3. RESULTS
a.

Mapping of land cover

The first result of the present study consists in 3 land cover maps for the Iasi
Metropolitan Area , by which it can offer a general view over the patterns of land cover
change during 1993-2009.
The most obvious changes concerned the built-up areas, that experienced a
36.61% increase in their total area. This increase follows a tentacular pattern, new
buildings having been located along the main road transport networks – fitting the old
type of extension specific for the Iasi city (very visible starting from the end of 18𝑡ℎ
century), conditioned by natural and socio-economic factors [12]. Several directions
were preferred in this respect (Figure 3).


W-NW axis – which overlaps the E583 route (Valea Lupului, Northern part

of Miroslava and Letcani communes) – is characterized by a strong commercial
specialization (supermarkets, shopping malls, car dealerships, building materials stores)
accompanied by some few new industrial units. The development of this axis was
relatively uniform and continuous, leaving few empty spaces between the large
buildings placed here.


2 axels in the southern part of the city: former industrial area of CUG and

its extensions in Miroslava and Ciurea communes, containing both old factories, some of
them reconverted into business centers and new residential developments (in this area,
the residential followed not only the major transport network, but also the new roads
especially built in large-scale, private real estate projects) and Bucium axis with its
extensions in Birnova commune (DN24 Iasi-Vaslui) - having experienced a more sprawl
development (mainly determined by the rough topography of the Birlad Plateau), almost
entirely with residential functions.


South-east axis (Tomești commune) – residential and former industrial

units conversed into building materials dealerships.


A more sparse development in the northern part of the city, centered upon

the Copou-Breazu axis and consisting in residential areas.
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It is easy to observe that the extension of built-up areas especially affected
farmland and other land use, rather than forest areas. Furthermore, a slight increase in
the forest surfaces (9.5%) can be observed. This increase is almost due to the living of
farmland after the communist period and the development of secondary shrub
vegetation (having a similar spectral response as forest areas) on the resulted bare soil.
b.

Landscape metrics

Landscape metrics represent a complementary tool for comparing the patterns of
change. Only landscape metrics concerning built-up area were included in analysis, as
this was the most dynamic land cover class and, at the same time, it has a satisfactory
explanatory power for the others classes.
Patch size coefficient of variance (Figure 4) measures the compact built-up areas
(i.e. patches) deviations from the mean value. Hence, it is able to highlight existing
differences in built-up areas density across every cell considered by the grid presented
in methodology. The general trend of decrease is explained by the intense extension of
built-up space inside the communes, determining a balance, at each cell level, between
dense, continuous urban built-up space from Iasi City (consisting in large patches) and
discontinuous built-up space in rural areas (consisting in small patches). The most
obvious decrease, also characterized by the greatest values all over the studied period is
the north-east area, clearly detached from the others. This difference is due to more
factors: first of all, this cell contains the smallest area of the Iasi Metropolitan Area (and,
at the same time, the smallest area of built-up space), determining a lower statistical
precision; moreover, this some industrial units (consisting in large patches), and
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extended areas of village estates, characterized by very sparse built-up areas (very small
patches).
A more accurate view over the patterns of built-up space extension is proved by
the Mean Patch Edge (Figure 5) and Area Weighted Mean Shape Index (Figure 6). Both
Mean Patch Edge for Built-up space
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indexes concern the form of the elementary polygons (patches), being capable of
measuring the shape regularity of the built-up patches. Mean Patch Edge experienced
general tendency of increase, due to the axial and starry expansion; however, this index
is very sensitive at patch area value, which can considerably influence it. The slight
decrease of this indicator for the north-eastern area is explained again by the specific
conditions above mentioned.
The highest explanatory value is offered by the last index, Area Weighted Mean
Shape Index, which exactly express the degree of shape regularity. Apart from its general
tendency to rise during the studied period, specific characteristics for each part of the
Iasi Metropolitan Area should be stated. South-west area had the highest values and the
sharpest rise, as it was , affected almost entirely by residential developments, which
followed an irregular, dispersed pattern adapted to local topography, road networks and
proximity to basic services. South-east and Nord-west parts also experienced a sharp
increase, having been very dynamic both in large-scale developments and individual
residential. The lower values of this indexes (compared to the south-west area) are due
to the intake of compactness and geometric regularity brought by large-scale
constructions (commercial units - in north-west and real-estate projects - in southeast). Finally, the north-east cell had the lowest values and the lowest rate of increase,
due to its reduced surface and dynamics.

[27]
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Area Weighted Mean Shape Index for Built-up space
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Vegetation change

A brief analysis was conducted upon the vegetation change, by means of
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, performed on remote sensing data (figure 7).
Several conclusion can be drawn from these maps:


The general pattern of vegetation cover respects the pattern of general

land cover extracted from classification


The areas highly affected built-up space extension experienced vegetation

loss (many former areas situated in proximity of Iasi city, with moderate vegetation in
1993 had sparse vegetation or no vegetation in 2009).


The areas situated further away from the new built-up areas experienced

an increase in vegetation density, due to the natural recovery of abandoned agricultural
land (especially in north and north-west part, where many areas having sparse
vegetation in 1993 have moderate vegetation in 2009).
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Vegetation loss had also high values in Iasi city, where many areas with

sparse vegetation in 1993 had no vegetation in 2009, due to the infill growth of the city.

d.

Land cover change statistics

In order to compare the general patterns of land cover change in administrative
units of Iasi Metropolitan Area, two dynamic land use change indicators were calculated
and the results were mapped (figure 8).
The first indicator, Land Use Dynamic Indicator (calculated for each land cover
class) shows the following aspects:


Built-up area increased in all communes, excepting Holboca and Ungheni;

the most dynamic communes are situated around the Iasi city: Valea Lupului, Miroslava,
Ciurea, Birnova, Tomesti


Farmland area decreased in all communes, after the after the destruction

of the communist collective farm holdings.


Forest area increased in almost all communes, as a great part of the former

agricultural land turned into shrub secondary vegetation, often having the same spectral
response as forest.

[29]
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Water bodies dynamics was not mapped, as they did not suffered major

changes across the studied period.
The second indicator,

Synthetic Land Use Dynamic Indicator, considers the

dynamics of all land cover classes, offering an integral vision over each administrative
unit. The highest values are specific for Iasi city and two surrounding communes
(Tomesti and Valea Lupului – with an important residential development, accompanied
by a sharp decrease in farmland and a slight increase in forest areas). The second group
includes 4 communes (Miroslava, Ciurea, Popricani and Victoria), having a great
increase in built-up areas too. A more numerous group has lower values: Rediu and
Aroneanu experienced a certain increase in built-up areas, especially by developing
leisure and tourism facilities; Birnova, in spite of its proximity to the city is characterized
by this lower value, as the general unsuitable topographic setting (steep slopes, often
affected by landslides) and the presence of forest, permitted neither the conversion of
large areas of bare soil into farmland before 1990, nor the extension of built-up areas to
great surfaces; Schitu Duca occupied by the greatest part of the Birnova-Repedea Forest,
which represent a protected area and Ungheni, that is an inaccessible area. The last class
includes two communes: Letcani (situated a bit far from the Iasi city and continuing to
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exploiting its farmland rather than converting it into other uses) and Holboca
(inaccessibly situated at the eastern periphery of Iasi city).
4. CONCLUSIONS
Iasi Metropolitan Area encountered important land cover changes during the last
twenty years. An eventual future analysis of different census data ( economic,
demographic, land use etc.) may reveal serious inconsistences and dysfunctionalities. It
is obvious that the present observed dynamics represent the result of an uncontrolled
evolution. Consequently, urgent measures should be taken concerning the land
management, in order to satisfy, at the same time, an economically profitable
exploitation of the land, capable of improving the living standard of the population and
the rigors of a proper conservation of the natural ecosystems.
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Short lasting climatic risks in Romania. Comparative case study: late
rimes that took place in May - 1952 and 2011
Gabriela Adina Moroșanu

Short lasting climatic risks in Romania. Comparative case study: late rimes
that took place in May - 1952 and 2011. The study regarding the late rime on
the territory of Romania, by comparing the causes that were at the basis of rime
production in May of 1952 and 2011, proves the wide dimension of the
hydrometeor, that is characterized by whitish materials bed on the soil surface,
and on the objects on the soil, on clear sky, or with weak winds, and relatively
high humidity. Due to a repeated series of rimes (like the ones in 1952), this
climatic phenomenon can produce a series of damages at most of the crops,
through its duration, and especially through its intensity, and by cumulating the
effects from one phase to another. The complexity of the synoptic conditions that
define late rimes and the effects on agricultural cultures in the first stages
(blossom or the formation of the fruits in fruit trees and grapes), as well as the
similarity of thermal aberrations and the way of manifestation of arctic air
advections, allowed several conclusions to de drown. These regard the territories
that are affected the most, the intensity of the phenomenon for each of the two
cases, as well as the elaboration of some empirical models for foreseeing the
occurrence of late rimes, with the help of nomograph method, with different
assurances.
Key words: late rime, advections, clear sky, nomograph.
Fenomene climatice de risc de scurtă durată în România. Studiu de caz
comparativ: Brumele târzii din luna mai - anii 1952 și 2011. Studiul privind
fenomenul de brumă târzie pe teritoriul României, prin compararea cauzelor care
au stat la baza producerii brumei în luna mai a anilor 1952 și 2011, dovedește
dimensiunea amplă a hidrometeorului, ce se caracterizează prin depuneri de
materiale albicioase pe suprafața solului și pe obiectele de pe sol pe timp senin,
sau cu vânturi slabe și umeazeală relativă ridicată. Datorită unei serii repetate (ca
cele din 1952), acest fenomen climatic poate produce o serie de daune majorității
culturilor, atât prin durata sa, cât mai ales prin intensitatea sa, și prin cumularea
efectelor de la o fază la alta. Complexitatea condițiilor sinoptice care definesc
brumele târzii și efectele asupra culturilor agricole surprinse în faza de înspicare,
precum și similitudinea abaterilor termice și a modului de manifestare a
advecțiilor de aer arctic, a permis formularea câtorva concluzii cu privire la
teritoriile cele mai efectate, la intensitatea fenomenului pentru fiecare din cele
două cazuri, dar și elaborarea unor modele empirice de a prevedea producerea
brumei târzii cu ajutorul metodei nomogramei cu diferite asigurări.
Cuvinte cheie: brumă târzie, advecții, timp senin, înspicare, nomogramă.

[34]
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1. INTRODUCTION
”Rime” is a climatic phenomenon, made of fin ice crystals beds that are whitish on
the soil surface and on the objects on the soil [1]. Meteorologically, the rime is a
hydrometeor characteristic to the benign sky weather, no winds or weak winds (of 02m/s) and relatively high humidity (over 80%)[2].
The rime is in general, associated to the risk hydro - climatic elements that took
place in the cold season. The common element to all risk phenomena during the cold
season being represented by negative temperatures that they generate and by the over
cold vapors in the closeness of soil surfaces, vegetation, electricity cables, fences, cars,
etc; the vapors are then condensed and laid down under different forms and crystalline
structures on those surfaces. An assignation needs to be made as well: why ”climatic”
and not ”atmospheric” or ” meteorological”? If we consider the episodic moment when
they were formed, they represent meteorological risks. If we consider the fact that they
are produced in the atmosphere, they are atmospheric risks. If we consider the specific
parameters that characterize them (appearance date, disappearance date, frequency in
time and space, etc) and also that allow us to draw a few conclusions regarding the most
affected territories and their mode of occurrence, than we operate with multiannual
arrays of statistical dates, for which the medium and extreme values are calculated. As a
result they can only be called climatic risks or meteo-climatic [3].

2. DATA AND METHODS
The research methods employed are the cartographic method, used for processing
the map of the distribution of minimum temperatures at ground level in Romania on the
22nd of May 1952 and in the analysis of the synoptic maps and satellite images for the
21th of May 1952 and the 8th and 9th of May 2011 respectively, the statistical method and
the bibliographical research method. The programme used in designing the map was
ArcGIS 10.0. For the creation of the graphical elements supporting the scientific
arguments regarding the frequency and average number of days with late rime, a
number of correlations have been made, beginning with the empirical method and
finishing with more modern ones, applicable in the geo-informatic environment.
Also, the structuring of the information was achieved by using the analysis and
synthesis method and the deduction method, in order to characterize the climatic
phenomena of extreme hazard in Oltenia. The numerical data comes from
Meteorological Annuaries [4] and are accompanied by data from scientific works and
from the Regional Weather Center of Oltenia [5] (Bâcleș, Craiova and Bechet weather
stations). The synoptic maps have been selected according to their availability on-line
[6].
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3.

GENESIS AND STRUCTURE

The synoptic conditions that lead to rime appearance are represented by the
climatic a periodic variations, whose intensity amplifies or diminishes, are directly
proportional with the structure characteristics of the subjacent surface, especially with
the depression – like relief [9]. Generally, they are caused by the waves of cold that
transport the polar air, especially the continental arctic air from Greenland or from the
Eurasian continent (the Greenlandic anticyclone and East-European anticyclone
respectively and, very rare, the Siberian anticyclone, that determines the advective
cooling); also, the predominance of the anticyclone weather favors the appearance of the
radiative cooling [2]. The position of the baric centers, the succession and the
misalignment direction of the air masses, as well as the frequency and intensity of the
cooling processes, facilitate the entering on the territory of Romania of some air waves
with different physical characteristics, in this case, frosty and dry, that lead to great
aberrations, disturbances from their normal regime [7].
The late rime is characteristic to benign and calm nights and it is formed by the
sublimation of water vapors present in the air, in the objects with a temperature below
0o C that become cold by nocturnal radiation [7]. The thickness of the ice blanket,
formed by the rime, may go up to 1-3mm and even over 5mm. For the territory of
Romania, the geographic position in the South East of the European Continent, at an
interference area of the principal baric centers, that occur along the year (whose activity
represents the engine that starts the entire cycle of atmospheric movement), leads in the
temporary and spatial evolution of the climatic elements and phenomena to significant
changes, with respect to the multiannual medium situations, taken as normal.
The fine ice crystals that form the rime are formed during the benign nights, when
the radiative cooling leads to a decrease in air temperature and/or on the soil under 0oC.
The shape of the laid crystals is different, being present as bristles, blades, flakes, fans
[8].
Together with the negative temperatures of the active surface, the conditions that
favor rime appearance are given by the presence of weak or moderate wind that favors
the turbulent mixture [7].
4. THE MOMENT OF OCCURENCE AND INTENSITY
Late rimes have ‘an incubation period’ shorter than the early ones, because they
are produced during 2-3 consecutive days, and generally, are not widely spread in time,
therefore we will not talk about the so called ”cooling waves of rime production waves”,
as we could do for the early rimes.
The medium data of the last rime indicates territorial dissimilarities in their
repartition. The earliest moment when the last spring rime can occur is around the 21st
[36]
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of March, in the coastal/littoral region. The latest spring rime takes place in the
mountainous regions, on 11 May, at high altitudes and at 1st May in the depressions[10].
Moreover, in the map regarding the minimum temperature distribution in Romania at
21st May 1952 the and number of days with late rime (Figure 1), it can be clearly seen
that for the meteorological stations situated in mountain areas (Sibiu and Predeal), the
rime may be produced in June too. In the other stations, the number of days decreases
from March (c. 4,5) to Aprilie (c. 3) and sometimes May (c. 0,5), excepting Tulcea
Meteorological Station (0,9 days in March and 1 day in April), duet o the temperature
inversions occured in the Danube Delta during the transitional seasons.

In the plain region, in the vicinity of Danube’s water meadow, the latest rime
appears, on average, between 1st and 11th April, and in the North of the Romanian Plain,
after 11th April. This region is the only homogenous one as temperature on the ground
regards, being characterized by temperature between 5-8 degrees. In the West Plain, the
last rime occurs before the 21st April, and in the South part, before the 11th April [9].
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In the Moldavian Plateau, in the North part, the average date of the last rime that
took place is after 21st April and in the central and south part before 21st Aprilie. The
situation in which ground frost is predominant appears in this part of Romania.
In the Transylvanian Plateau, the average date of the last rime is between the 21st
April and 1st May. In the Sub – Carpathians (1-5 degrees Celsius in the southestern ones
and ground frost in the easter ones), the average date of the last rime is between 21st
April and 1st May, with a 10 day advance for the chutes that have foehn - like effects.
Therefore, in the foehn – like regions of the Subcarpathians from the Curbature, the last
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In order to better enhace the placement in time of the rime occurred during the
spring months, we have analyzed the frequency of number of days in three
meterological stations south-western Oltenia. The months chosen were April and March,
because May is an extreme moment of the rime occurrence and the data offered by the
Regional Meteorological Centre, Craiova were little for a comparison between all the
three months. The three diagrams (Figures 2-4) depicting the number of days with late
rime have been created based on the available data[5], from three weather stations
situated in low-lying areas of the region – Bâcleș, Craiova and Bechet. By comparing the
results, one can observe the difference between the distribution of the number of days
with late rime in April and March depending on the location of each of the stations. Most
days when rime occurred in March are recorded at Bâcleș station (Figure 4), located in
the Bălăciței Piedmont, at an altitude of over 250 meters, whereas Craiova (Figure 2) or
Bechet (Figure 3) are situated below 250 meters. This situation can be explained by
climatic differences, almost imperceptible on a small scale or at the level of annual
average temperatures, but significant for a monthly analysis of hazardous phenomena.
Although the average number of days with rime in March decreases from Bâcleș to
Bechet, with intermediate values registered in Craiova, the year 1986 is remarkable
because late rime occurred only in March. This is not the case for the number of days
with rime in April, which varies significantly and it is not homogenous from one station
to the other for the same year. For example, at Bechet, the maximum number of days
with rime in April was recorded in 1987, whereas for the other stations, the year is
1977, and for Bâcleș, 1987 is the year if the highest number of days with rime in March.
Concerning the total number of days with rime during March and April, for Craiova and
Bâcleș, this number does not exceed 10 days, while at Bechet, it can reach 20 days.
Therefore, we can determine that, while at Bechet, frosts are less frequent in April, those
happening in March last longer than in Craiova or Bâcleș, despite the lower altitude and
warmer climate.
The importance of this data concerns the climatic study of hazards, because such
phenomena force the vegetation to reduce its annual active life cycle, and are even more
dangerous when they occur outside their normal interval, which is in the last ten days of
March.
5. PHENOMENON DESCRIPTION (CASE STUDY – MAY 1952 AND 2011)
In the transition period from negative to positive temperatures, numerous cooling
and rimes can occur, that have a risk character for the cultures at their ending
vegetation period. Their destructive potential is gradual, depending on several factors:
the occurrence period, cooling intensity, the types of cultures and affected plants, the
stage they are at, and the form of relief. Normally, the rime appears at the same time
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with freezing, or a short amount of time later on. However there are cases when the rime
appears before the frost takes place [1].
This situation was due to the fact that the Carpathians act as an orographic
barrage, which deflected the cold air advections on both sides, concomitant with the
change in the thermal characteristics of the air mass [7, 9]. On the other hand, the
characteristics of the relief (with positive and negative forms), valley orientation and
their altitude, marked the repartition of the rime. As a result they are thicker in the
negative forms of relief, with temperature inversions and atmospheric calm, and thinner
in the positive forms of relief, that are also exposed to air ventilation, from all the sides
(Figure 5).

The destructive record is held by the late rime from 21-22 May 1952 (Figure 5)
that had a general character in Romania, slightly marking, referring to the forms of relief
and to the altitude. Therefore, the rime from 21 May, is characteristic to mountain
regions from 1500-1700 m and it signified a vertical aberration of 1000-1300 m, as it
went down to 400-500 m in altitude. The aberration of 1000-1300m was not the only
case, as it has a correspondent in time, meaning an aberration of approximately 40 extra
days that found the agricultural regions in full season [9].
The genetic causes for spring rime production were highlighted through the
distribution of minimum temperatures registered in the last month with rime – May.
The advections of arctic air masses are primary responsible for the production of
spring rimes, (Figures 5 and 6) and are conducted in the direction of the Scandinavian
anticyclone, in the NW-SE direction and marked by the two cold fronts that pass by the
territory of Romania in the period of April-May in the colder years [7]. In this way,
[40]
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advective-radiative freezes are produced both on the soil and in the air, where an
extremely low temperature occurs, locally reaching even -2oC.

Among other causes, there is the process that allowed, in the last years, the
Scandinavian anticyclone to join with the one formed above Great Britain, from which a
cold air ramification can reach to the Carpathians and afterwards to enclose all the
south-west and the west part of the country [9], from here onwards the freeze and the
rime have a general character.
The front trajectory and its decomposition above the West Plain and Apuseni
Mountains can be observed during the few hours that are between the two moments of
maximum cold air mass advection production from above the territory of Romania - that
also led to the appearance of the latest rime.
In addition, the two years that represent examples when rime occurred (1953 and
2011) and not the only cases; in May 1999 and April 2001, there were advectiveradiative situations that favored rime production with negative effects for agricultural
vegetation [9].
6. GRAPHICAL MODELS OF RIME PREVENTION
The graphical methods were used in order to achieve an empirical prevention of the
phenomenon, the analysis being based on the data regarding the average date of the
rime to be produced, calculated on the data available on the Romanian Meteorological
Annuaries. The diagram representing the correlation between the daily average
minimum temperature in April and the day of the last frost (Figure 7) was made by
correlating the minimum temperatures in April over a period of thirty years (19511981) from seven weather stations located in areas around the country that suffer
slightly different climatic influences, and which have been chosen according to the data
available from hydrological yearbooks and other scientific works.
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Data used were extracted from the Meteorological Annuaries and the stations were
chosen accordingly to the disponibility of the data and their uniform repartition within
the territory of Romania. The Sopojnikova method, which is described in detail by
climatologist Nicolae Topor[1], predates modern computerized methods used by
weather stations nowadays to determine or estimate the occurrence of rime, by taking
into account the fact that, in general, April is the month when most hazardous late rimes
happen. The results of the calcula show that only for Câmpulung Moldovenesc,
Timișoara and Galați Meteorological Stations the value of the correlation line is directly
proportional with the number of days with late frost and the average daily temperature
in April.

The correct distribution line would be the one in which to a lower average
temperature in April would correspond a later date of last frost and to a higher average
temperature in April would subsequently correspond an earlier date of last frost. This
proves that late rime is indeed a risk phenomenon, as its occurrence does not
necessarily depend on the climatical tendencies in a period of time, but the imprevisible
at long time scale cold air advections are the elements responsible for them. On the
other hand, Craiova Station is, probably, the most untypical of all that have been
represented. There are more than 6 days of late frost during the April, whilst the average
temperature is 9.2 degrees Celsius. This fact is due to the situation of the city in a sort of
depressional area, in the meadow and on the terraces of Jiu River, being surrounded by
the Getic Piedmont, Leu-Dioști (eastward) and Bălăcița (westward).
[42]
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The second empirical method employed to estimate the date of occurrence for the
last frost is the ”Nomogram for establishing the probable date of the last frost with
various assurances” (Figure 8), which we adapted for the values calculated for the
Craiova Meteorological Station[1]. This station was chosen for two reasons: firstly, here
were recorded both rimes from the years used in the comparison (1952 and 2011) and
secondly, the sufficient numerical data from this station, offered by the Regional
Meteorological Centre and completed from the Meteorological Annuaries, allowed us
the possibility to calculate the assurances and, consequently, the average date of
occurrence for the last rime with a precision of 1 in 30 years (thirty years of
observations – 1951-1980). It can be noticed that the occurrences of late rimes with
high assurances, of over 60%, all belong to April, and not March, and none took place in
May. Thus, the late rimes of May 1952 and May 2011 can truly be considered exceptional
hazards, particularly due to the effects on crops, which are, at that time, in an advanced
state of vegetation.
By analyzing the two diagrams, one can observe the fact that late rime, as a
hazardous climatic phenomenon, cannot be associated with early April frosts because if
the average date of occurrence is the 27th of March, the period in which the phenomenon
can normally happen can be extended by 10 days. Regarding the Sopojnikova method, it
proves its usefulness when correlating the average temperature of April with that of the
last frost, knowing the average date of the beginning of the growing season, which is
deduced from the histological phenogram the of each weather station.
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7. THE RISKS OF LATE RIME IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
During a calendar year, when rime appears, it finds the cultures at the beginning of
their vegetation period [10]. In order to evaluate the impact of the rime on the plantes,
as a risk phenomenon, there are some risk aspects that need to be explained, that
concern human communities and the grocery associations they connect with, in order
for damages to take place. Therefore, the damages measure the economic value of the
effects of a certain risk. In the table below, we tried to highlight and evaluate the
negative effects as a result of the phenomenon, both during autumn, as well as in spring
time, which reflect on vegetation and reaches the human by the damages to the
cultivated lands, lowering the crops, or leading to the complete compromise of the
plants cultivated [8]. Rimes are harmful in spring, when the vegetative cycle starts and
in autumn, as the agricultural cultures, the orchards, the grape cultures, and the
vegetable cultures, which had not been harvested before, are affected.
In Figure 9, the effects produced by the rime on the vegetables and the damages
produced on local communities are synthesized.
Negative effects on
phenologic processes

Agricultural damages
Material damages
(some examples from the
literature of topic)
Aberration to the inside Culture resistance to hydro Some
of
the
damaged
of vegetation period, - climatic extremes is thermopile plants are: beans,
with regard to the frequently overcome[8].
that freezes at 0 oC; tomatoes,
medium date of the last
at -0,5 oC...-1 oC; Peppers cannot
freezing [8].
live under temperatures lower
than -2 oC.
The rime that is laid on Cotton culture (thermopile Sun
flower
crop
was
leaves and branches of plant) is done when latest compromised, by harming the
the trees, cultures and rime occurs, especially in vegetative edges of the plant
vegetables, determines Bărăgan [12].
(resulting in the degradation of
temperatures to lower The destroyed cotton is next culture quality, by
[11].
usually
replanted, deforming
the
plants’
prolonging its vegetation ramifications, thus looking as
period in autumn, when it bushes with small flower heads
can be surprised again by [1].
the early rime.
Water
freezes
in In the depression coridor of The frost in April-May 1952
intercellular spaces.
Târgu Jiu the freeze and took place when the sheep had
Cellular
juice rime
phenomena
are their fur freshly cut and go on
concentration increases. associated with the spring the mountain fields in Buzău
Flaky colloidal spaces.
drought [13].
and Vrancea counties without
Partially
or
totally
having assured any food or
destroyed cells [8].
necessary shelter [1].
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The risk represented by rime comes from the human dimension it possesses in the
risk climatic phenomena for agriculture, in terms of rime constituting a danger for
plants, especially when it is accompanied by intense cooling and stagnation or a regress
of the fenological phases, with negative effects on population alimentation. The damages
produced by rime are not among the worst, but they cannot be neglected. The most
damaging rimes are the ones that appear in very late springs (May), when the vegetation
cycle is at its start. Partially compromising the development of the plants in the first
stages (bud, blossom, fertilization), the rimes sometimes determine considerable
decreases of the production, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
The average dates for rime occurrence can be determined with a highly increased
precision, if other climatic parameters are taken into consideration (monthly or daily
minimum temperatures, the duration of the period without frost, synoptic conditions),
but this stays enclosed in the category of risk climatic phenomena because of the late
date it occurs, the multitude of preparing factors that generate it, and the negative
effects reflected in agriculture and animal breeding.
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Using GIS techniques for surface runoff potential analysis in the
Subcarpathian area between Buzău and Slănic rivers, in Romania
Iulia Fontanine
Romulus Costache

Using GIS techniques for surface runoff potential analysis in the
Subcarpathian area between Buzău and Slănic rivers, in Romania.
The Subcarpathian area between Buzău and Slănic rivers, located in the
south-eastern part of Romania, is one of the most affected areas by the
torrential related phenomena. This occurs due to physical-geographical
and economical-geographical factors, such as: slope, curvature profile,
lithology, soil texture and land use. In order to calculate and spatially
model the surface runoff potential index, these factors were integrated
and worked in GIS enviroment. Each characteristic of the factors was
given a bonitation score, according to the way that it influences surface
runoff. By applying the methodology mainly taken after Smith (2003)
[1], the Flash-Flood Potential Index was obtained, with values between
19.4 - 44.5. The highest values of the index correspond to deforestated
slopes, which exceed 15º, located in Bălăneasa and Sărățel river basins.
Key words: FFPI, Slănic, Buzău, flash-floods, Subcarpathian

Utilizarea tehnicilor GIS în analiza potențialului de manifestare a
scurgerii accelerate în regiunea Subcarpatică dintre râurile Buzău
și Slănic. Zona subcarpatică dintre râurile Slănic și Buzău, situată în
partea central-sud-estică a României, este una dintre cele mai afectate
de procesele asociate torențialității. Acest lucru se datorează
caracteristicilor factorilor fizico- și economico-geografice precum:
panta, curbura în profil, litologia, textura solurilor și utilizării
terenurilor. Pentru spațializarea și calcularea potențialului de
manifestare a scurgerii accelerate, factorii menționați anterior au fost
integrați și prelucrați în mediul GIS. Prelucrarea a constat în acordarea
unor note de bonitare fiecărei caracteristici a factorilor, în funcție de
modul cum acestea influențează scurgerea în suprafață. În urma
aplicării metodologiei preluată în mare parte de la Smith (2003) [1], s-a
obținut indicele potențialului de manifestare a scugerii accelerate
(Flash-Flood Potential Index) pentru Subcarpații dintre Slănic și Buzău,
cu valori între 19.4 - 44.5. Cele mai ridicate valori se înregistrează pe
versanții despăduriți cu pante de peste 15º din Bazinele hidrografice
ale râurilor Bălăneasa și Sărățel.
Cuvinte cheie: FFPI, Slănic, Buzău, viitura, Subcarpați
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1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of delimitating surfaces with high runoff potential consists in the
fact that the frequency of extreme meteorological events, such as torrential rainfall, has
grown significantly much, causing violent and rapid high-floods. Due to these type of
studies, measures can be taken more efficiently in order to diminish the severity of
flowing phenomena.
In Romania, the subject of runoff has been studied, in several writings, by
Chendeș (2007) [2], Zoccatelli et al. (2010) [3], Mătreaţă and Mătreaţă (2010) [4],
Zaharia et al. (2012) [5]. The aim of the present study is to analyze, by using GIS
techniques, the way that physical and economical-geographical factors influence the
potential to surface runoff occurrence. The importance of this study also consists in the
fact that, except important localities, such as Pătârlagele, Cernătești and Berca, the most
important touristic objectives are found in the study area: The Muddy Volcanoes, the
Natural Monument "La Grunj" on Slănic river, The Amber Museum from Colți. These
social-economical and cultural objectives could be harshly affected in case of runoff
associated phenomena occurrence.
The Subcarpathian area between Buzău and Slănic rivers is located in the central
south-eastern part of Romania (Figure 1), in the Curvature Subcarpathians, in the Buzău
Subcarpathians section. In terms of lithology, the substrate contains heavy rocks, which
increase the runoff phenomenon in the approach of the Paleogene flysch, located on the
contact area between Bocului Hills and Ivănețu [6] respectively on the contact area to
the Curvature Carpathians. The study area is characterized by altitudes between 116
and 876 meters, recorded on Bucului Hills (Figure 1).
The slope has a very important influence on runoff manifestation. The highest
values of the slope in the study area exceed 15° and occur in almost 16% of the total
area. The highest values correspond especially to hilly sections: Bocului, Dâlmei, Blidișel
and Cornetului hills, located on the contact area between the Curvature Subcarpathians
and the Curvature Carpathians. The surfaces with high slope values, exceeding 15°, have
a high runoff potential.
The main climatic characteristics of the study area are the multiannual mean of
temperature, which is 8,9°C and the multiannual average sum of precipitation, which is
604 mm/year [7].
The hydrological network is mainly represented by Buzău and Slănic rivers,
which form the eastern, southern and western limit of the study area.
The vegetation has a major importance on surface runoff in the study area. The
forest vegetation is represented by a very large number of broadleaf forest species and
occupies almost 23% of the total study area [8]. The low weight of the forest in the study
area, which has an important role in diminishing the surface runoff potential [9],
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certifies the fact that the area between Buzău and Slănic rivers is highly exposed to
torrential associated phenomena.
Regarding the edafic cover, soil texture has a major influence on runoff
occurrence, because it influences water infiltration. In this case, the loamy-clay...clay
texture of the soil determines a high and very high potential to surface runoff and occurs
on 37% of the study area.
In 2006, according to the types of land use, forests represented almost 23% of the
total study area, while pastures represented 20% of the total study area. In terms of
surface runoff on the slopes, the following types of land use increase the phenomenon:
pastures, bare rocks and built areas.
2. METHODOLOGY
In order to realize this study, the flash-flood potential index was created and
spatially modeled for the area between Buzău and Slanic rivers. This index was
proposed by Smith in 2003 [1], and was calculated for Colorado river. After, the index
was adapted, used and improved by other researchers. In the present study, the index
[50]
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was calculated by integrating five factors that influence the runoff process, by using GIS
environment. Morphometric indexes such as slope (Figure 2) and profile curvature
(Figure 3) were derived, in raster format, from the digital terrain elevation model,
obtained from a 10 m cell size, by contours interpolation [10]. The other three factors,
soil texture, lithology, and land use were firstly obtained as polygon features.

The lithology (Figure 4) was obtained by vectorizing data from the Romanian
Geological Map, at 1:200000 scale [11], the soil texture (Figure 5) was obtained from the
Romanian Soils Map at 1:200000 scale, in digital format [12].
The land use (Figure 6) was obtained from the European Corine Land Cover data
for year 2006 [8]. After, the factors in polygon format were converted to raster format,
with a 10 m cell size, by using ArcGis 10.1.
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The factors were finally reclassified by establishing their bonitation scores
according to their influence on surface runoff (Table 1). Finally, by using the Weight
module of Idrisi Selva soft the weight of each factor was established in order to obtain
the FFPI values for the study area, by integrating the factors.

Parameters
Litology –
16.87%

Slope(º) –
24.09%
Profile
curvature –
18.93%
Soil texture –
18.68%

Types/Values
Gravels,
Marls,
sands, loess clays,
deposits
lymeston
es
0-3
3-7

Loamysandy...loa
my

Land use –
21.42%

Forests

Bonitation
score
FFPI class
(1990, 2006)

1
19.4 – 24.4

Sandstones,
calcareous
shale,
conglomerates
7-15

Flysch with
shale
intercalation
s
15-25

Sandstone
of
Răchitașu

-5.3 - 0

0 – 0.9

0.9 – 5.5

Varying
textures,
loamy...loamyclay
Transitio Agricultural
nal
zones,
woodland vineyards
-shrub
2
3

Loamy-clay,
loamyclay..clay

Clay

Pastures

Build
areas,
bare rocks

4

5

24.4 –
29.4

34.5 – 39.5

39.5 - 44.5

Loamy

29.4 – 34.5

>25

3. RESULTS
By applying the methodology described above, the Flash Flood Potential Index
(FFPI) was obtained for the Subcarpathian area between Buzău and Slănic rivers. The
FFPI values are between 19.4 and 44.5 (Figure 7). The values were grouped in five
classes, by equal intervals. As a result, the first class of values, between 19.4 – 24.4,
corresponds to a very low potetial to surface runoff.

[54]
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These values occur on almost 3% of the study area, generally on the areas with
low slopes on Buzău right riverside, near the junction area between the main river and
its tributaries Aluniș, Bălăneasa și Slănic (Figure 7). The second class of FFPI values,
between 24.4 – 29.4, occurr on almost half pound of the study area. This class of values
corresponds to woody areas from Blidișelului și Bocului hilly sectors, charaterized by
relative low slopes. The average values of FFPI, between 29.4 – 34.5, occurr on 52% of
the study area, on extended surfaces on almost all relief subunits, typical to agricultural
lands with slopes beneath 15º.The high and very high values of FFPI, between 34.5 –
44.5 represent almost 21% of the study area. These occurr mainly in the western part of
the study area (Figure 7), especially on the contact area with the Curvature Carpathians.
Regarding the sub-basin allocation, the most affected areas are highlighted: the upper
area of Sărățel basin (Figure 7) and the central part of Bălăneasa basin. These values
correspond to deforestated slopes which exceed 15º. Due to the the high surface runoff
potential of these areas, The National Administration of Romanian Waters, through the
Basin Administration of Buzău-Ialomița, realized in 2011 the

Projection Task
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regarding:“Sărăţel river and its tributaries regulation near Berca, Scorţoasa, Căneşti,
Chiliile localities, Buzău county”[13].
4. CONCLUSIONS
Generally, the Subcarpathian area between Buzău and Slănic rivers is
charaterised by a medium potential to surface runoff associated hydric risk phenomena.
This fact is certified by the average values (29.4 – 34.5) of the FFPI on over 50% of the
total study area.
On the Chiliile, Odăile and Cozieni localities alignment, where high and very
values of the index occurr, the social-economical objectives are highly exposed to high
water and flooding.
The lowest values of the index occurr on the slopes with low declivity and
protective forest cover.
The present study also demonstrates the utility of GIS techniques for identifying
the areas exposed to natural risks and for a more efficient management of the crisis
situations.
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Relief suitability to purpose of developing the ski domain in Obârșia
Lotrului area
Laurențiu Ilie

Relief suitability to purpose of developing the ski domain in
Obârșia Lotrului area. Relief and climatic conditions represent two
defining elements for the development of a ski area in mountain area.
The study proposes an evaluation of parameters of particle morphology
and morphographic of relief, in order to identify the eligible areas.
Analysis of slope and exposure of the hips, to which we can add the
geology and current use of the land a high accuracy GIS project. The
longitudinal profiles of the proposed slopes, constitutes a good tool for
determining the degrees of difficulty of the slopes. At the same time, the
study proposes new areas in order to develop tourist infrastructure for
winter sports in accordance with European standards and in harmony
with the environment.
Key words: Relief suitability, sky slopes, GIS, relief, Obârșia Lotrului
Sustenabilitatea reliefului în vederea dezvoltării domeniului
schiabil în regiunea Obârșiei Lotrului. Relieful si conditiile climatice
reprezinta doua elemente definitorii pentru dezvoltarea unui domeniu
schiabil in arealul montan. Studiul de fata propune o evaluare a
parametrilor morfometrici si morfografici ai reliefului in vederea
identificarii arealelor celor mai eligibile. Analiza pantelor si a expozitiei
versantilor la care se adauga geologia si utilizarea actuala a terenurilor
au constituit un proiect GIS de mare acuratete. Profilele longitudinale
ala partiilor propuse constituie o buna unealta pentru stabilirea
gradelor de dificultate ale partiilor. Totodata, studiul propune noi
areale in vederea dezvoltarii infrastructurii turistice pentru sporturi de
iarna in conformitate cu normele europene si in armonie cu mediul.
Cuvinte cheie: pretabilitate, domeniu schiabil, GIS, relief, Obârșia
Lotrului
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1. INTRODUCTION
The area chosen for this work represents one of the areas "unexplored" of the
Meridional Carpathians, in the case of Latoriţei Mountains in Parang mountains [1, 9].
The resort which will offer support of ski domain, namely, the resort Obârșia Lotrului,
are the perfect setting for this development. In addition to the favorable development of
the ski domain issues, presented in this paper, the development of the ski domain in
Vidra area represents another factor indicating suitability of the area.
The work aims the development of the ski area in Obarsia Lotrului but also the
union of this domain with those of Vidra resort, through cable transport installations.
By merging the two ski areas this area could turn into the biggest ski area in Romania,
internationally competitive.
Evaluation approaches of the relief are more important for the purpose of
monitoring specific aspects of the favorable ski areas.
The selection of the mountains that will serve as the future domain holder, must be
carried out according to certain criteria specific to mountain improvement dedicated to
winter sports.
The integration of geographic data required the selection of the most expressive
aspect that lie at its core [2] they were structured according the properties and their
role in determining the potential of the relief.
After the altitude (Table 1): optimal 1000-1400 m, ideal 1400-2000 m, below
1000 m unfavorably. After exposure the slopes: optimal North, North-West, North-East;
unfavorably: Southern Exposure, South-East. From the point of view of snow depth,
optimal conditions it must have a thickness of over 10 cm of snow in continuous layer,
the slope of the mountain must be between 11 degrees and 35 degrees, and the
geomorphological risks are minimal.
In order to integrate the critical aspects of a ski area, in addition to the criteria of
relief that an area must meet the criteria should be added the criteria linked to climatic
factors. Climatic factors being the main actors that contribute to keeping snow depth,
thermal comfort of prospective practitioners of winter sports but also with major
involvement in what regards the production of same natural hazards [3].
The main climatic factors in order to maintain a continuous layer of snow are:
solar radiation and cloud cover.
For a more accurate identification of the slopes, these criteria listed must be
stacked to give a suitable area in all respects. Restricting or even elimination of variables
will lead, in a safe way, to a space with a high percentage of pretability [4].
In addition to identifying suitable slopes is required to identify the areas with a
low inclination (flat), which will serve for development of the tourist base, and the
constructions needed to make the transport infrastructure on cable which slopes need.
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Flat surfaces must be identified especially at the base of the slopes but also on their
peaks for the installation of the various posts that will take into account the monitoring
of slopes, and skiers. Extension of the flat surface on the base of the slopes is directly
proportional to the surface on which is possible to build.
N
r.

Pameter

1 Altitude

2 Slope Exposure

3 Slope
Gradient

4 Geomorphologic risk

Class

Value

Favourable

1400-2000m

Optimale
Least favourable
1 Favourable

1000- 1400m
sub 1000m
N

2

NV, NE

3

V, E

4

SV, SE

5 Least favourable
1

S
0-10 %

2 Least favourable

10-15%

3 Favourable

15-25%

4 Very favourable

25-35%

5 Unfavourable
Small
Medium
Large

35-45 %

So after gathering information and indication of an area compatible with
requirements, we need a proper development strategy in order to certify the suitability
of the area for the purpose of developing ski domain [7].
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Sport
Downhill

Super G
Giant slalom
Special slalom

Sex
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women

Difference of level
800-1100 m
500-800 m
400-650 m
400-600 m
250-450 m
250-400 m
180-220 m
140-220 m

Slope width
min. 30 m
min. 30 m
30 m
30 m
40 m
40 m
min. 40 m
min. 40 m

The length of the ski slopes (Table 2) (L), is a very important variable in order to
establish the national or international level of the resort. The length of the slopes is
expressed in linear meters and is a determining factor for the suitability of the slopes.
The width of the ski slopes is another factor which must be carefully studied. Standard
width for a cross-country ski run is 30 meters. The width of the slope can vary
depending on the degree of inclination of the slope, to be able to give practitioners the
opportunity to meander in the sectors in which the slope exceeds 30 degrees.
2. METHODOLOGY
In order to identify the geomorphological factors, present in this area, was used
ArcMap and Arcscene software from package ArcGIS 10.1. These programs have been
used for the extraction of data from the 1: 25,000 topographic map and the
ortophotoplan with a resolution of 10 meters at the 2007’s year level [6]. The data
extracted from the surface topographic map were modeled during 5 stages with the
purpose to establish the routes of the ski slopes (Table 3).
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Digital
raw data

Data
sourse

Typology

Vectors
associated
fields
Altitude

Use

Level curves
with margins
of 10 m

Topographic
map
scale 1:25.000,
Images SRTM

Vectors
of line
type

Hydrographic
network

Topographic
map
scale 1:25.000
Topographic
map
scale 1:25.000

Vectors of
line type

All the time
Temporary

DEM (digital
elevatiom model),
orientation of
slopes
geodeclivity,
relief
Relief’s
fragmentation
fragmentation

Vectors of
line type

Descriptions

Hypsometric map

Topographic
map
scale 1:25.000
Images, SRTM
ortophotoplan
Date Corine
Land Cover,
Ortophotoplan

Raster data
grid type

Elevation and
geographical
coordinates

Date

Description, code

different maps :
orientation of the
slop
Map of the
functionality of
Land use
slopes
map of the
functionality
of slopes

Altrimetrics
odds
DEM

Land use

vectors data
polygon
type

The first stage consisted in extracting level’s curves, to which were attributed the
elevational factor by introducing the altimetric odds. In the second stage, from extracted
level curves has made a digital elevation model (DEM) [10] of the land through the
command arctoolbox-spatial analyst command tools-interpolation-topo to raster (Figure
1). During this stage has made two maps necessary for determining the minimum and
maximum altitudes.
These have been determined on the basis of model Dem of hypsometric map and
hillshade. The way to achieve the hillshade is: Spatial analyst tools\/Surface\/Hillshade.
In the third stage have made the following maps: the map of the slopes and the map of
the exposure of the slopes, these two maps having a classification generated with a
program, following the general aspects.
The fourth stage (Figure 2) was to reclassify those two maps, generated in the
previous stage, depending on the ideal parameters in order to identify the areas with
high pretability level.

[63]
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The last stage (Figure 3) of the method used, consisted in a new reclassification
of the two maps, performed in the third stage, by assigning an index to each class in
order to achieve a multiplication of rasters. Multiplying these two rasters quantify in the
map of the area’s pretability with the purpose of developing ski domain. Multiplication is
performed

through

the

computer

algebra\/Spatial analyst tools.

raster

function

from

subcategory

Map
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Map of the ski domain’s pretability, is the most important chart in order to
prepare this study. This map is a overlying of many data, with the result of the areas
suitable for the development of the ski domain (Figure 4).
The data which lead to the identification of the designated trails for winter sports
are: slopes declivity and slope exposure and orientation of the slopes according the
cardinal points. By overlaying the map with the orientation of the slopes according to
the cardinal points with a map of the slopes was obtained this graphical material.
Following the development of the map, it was classified the areas included in this zone,
in six classes, in order to identify areas with high pretability with the purpose to realize
the ski domain in the area Obârșia Lotrului.
The six classes were made to designate the best slopes, with a declivity between
20 and 35 degrees and the best orientation of the slopes according the cardinal points
meaning an orientation North and Northeast [8].
Due to the overlapping of the two maps of slopes and orientation of the slopes,
was possible to identify the flat areas. Areas with a particularly high importance because
they indicate the place where the constructions can be placed. Flat areas presented on
the slopes are important for the construction of the heads of cable transport cars [5].
The flat area is represented by the first class of the legend. All through the making of this
[65]
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classification, and encounter five classes, which confirm the suitability of the slope
designated as a support for the ski slopes.
The area that includes mount Mieruțul Mieru and Vârful lui Ștefan, falls in green
color spectrum, which is framed in two shades of green of the first two classes, with an
overlay of the area with very high pretability level with the one with medium pretability
level.
The map confirms the suitability of the natural conditions in order to develop the
ski domain. (Figure 5)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The method used to identify areas with a high pretability level, made possible the
development of a model of the ski domain. (Figure 6)
For attestation of the slopes and for recognition of their favorability, each path
presentation is required and highlight of the representative aspects. Key aspects are: the
difference in the level of the slopes, the degree of inclination of slopes given at 1,000
meters, the exposure of the slopes where are these ski slopes, length, width, altitude
slopes at which it take place and altitude at the base of the slope, optimal capacity of the
ski slope, the flow of the ski slope.
On the northern slopes of Mieruțul and Mieru we proposed the development of
21 (Table 5, Figure 7) routes for ski trails. Of which: 8 tracks with slight difficulty, 10
with medium difficulty pistes and 3 slopes with high difficulty.
Index
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Chair lift
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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1646
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2030
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1328
1325
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31
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16
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red

N
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1329
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P19

red

N

2030

1330
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25

4700

P20

red

N
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1310

720

24

4800

P21

red

N

2030

1329

701

23

4700

Gondola lift
T6 T1
Gondola lift
T1
T1
Gondola lift
T4 T3
Gondola lift
T4 T3
Ski lift
Gondola lift
T4 T3
T2
T2
Gondola lift
T4 T3
Gondola lift
T1 T6
T1
T2
Ski lift TT1
Ski lift TT1
T3
Gondola lift
T4 T3 T5
Gondola lift
T
Gondola lift
T4 T3 T5
Gondola lift
T4 T3 T5

The total length of marked trails for winter sports, are measuring about 72 km.
All slopes are going down to the minimum altitude of 1300 meters on the base of
the slopes.
Forest roads existing on these two hillsides Mieruțul and Mieru, will be used as
parts, they will have a low degree of difficulty and their arrangement will have a minimal
impact on the environment and especially on forest, excluding deforestation process.
The presence of the forest roads is an advantage for ski domain because they allow
climbing equipment, on a main top in order to arrange points of arrival for the cars of
transport cable.
In order to facilitate the access of tourists to the ski slopes we have identified 8
routes for cable transport installations. Those 8 cable transport installations are divided
[67]
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into 6 chair lifts with four seats, a ski lift and a gondola lift. Total transport capacity
being of 1881 people in a range of 22 to 24 minutes (Table 4). Cable transport
installations must be equipped with all the related equipment; foundations, metallic
pillars and consoles with guide rollers, cable tracker, chairs. This will be the main access
route to the Alpine abis in winter time when existing roads will be snowbound.

L. ILIE

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the study, the resort Obârşia Lotrului possesses all the natural environment for
the proper development of the ski area. They are: altitude, terrain, orientation,
landscape slopes toward the cardinal points, the geographical position, geology, climatic
conditions and especially the thickness of the snow and the average duration of melting
snow.
[69]
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By placing cable transport installations and the routes of the slopes, skiers can
reach the extreme Western point of the domain from the extreme east point without
having to give up their skis but only using the carriage on cable. Distance from the West
end to the East end of the ski area totaling approximately 7 km.
The tourist potential of the area is truly exceptional, and here it could be arrange
a mountain resort with winter sports profile at European level which can also operate in
other seasons for rest, recreation, treatment.
By joining cable transport installations of the resort Obârșia Lotrului with those
present in the Vidra ski domain, this area may become the biggest ski area in Romania,
internationally competitive.
The total length of marked trails for winter sports, are measuring about 72 km.
This resort lacks the accommodation unit. Now are two units of housing that can
accommodate a minimum number of people in good conditions. I believe that with the
development of tourist structure, there will be a rapid development once the ski domain
is made in Vidra resort.
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Dynamic analysis for the management of stray dogs in Bucharest
Alina Mihaela Ristea

Dynamic analysis for the management of stray dogs in
Bucharest. The paper presents a new concept in Geography, with
debates about the analyzed entities on many ways, such as
journalistic or political. In the present case, I wish to adjust it to the
geographic plan and to incorporate social-geography elements,
elements relating to environmental issues, location being the most
important component. Practically, complaints made by the capital`s
citizens against stray dogs, that are being received by the Animal
Protection and Surveillance Authority (ASPA) in Bucharest, are
standardised, brought to a common form and are introduced under a
punctual form on a map at that address. From all this complaints, a
data base with lots of information is built. Through processing,
thematic and analytical maps result, which will represent the
cartographic support of this research and all information will be
examined both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Key words: dogs, distribution, GIS
Analiza dinamică pentru gestionarea câinilor fără stăpân din
Municipiul București. Cercetarea prezintă un concept nou în
domeniul geografiei, existând dezbateri legate de câinii fără stăpân
pe mai multe planuri, cum ar fi cel jurnalistic sau cel politic. În cazul
de față, doresc să o adaptez planului geografic și să cuprind printre
altele elemente de geografie socială, elemente ce privesc problemele
de mediu, cea mai importantă componentă fiind localizarea. Se va
face referire la reclamațiile făcute de cetățenii capitalei contra
câinilor vagabonzi și trimise autorităților responsabile. Informațiile
din cadrul acestora au fost standardizate, aduse la o formă comună
pentru a putea verifica repetitivitatea lor. Toate vor fi cartate la nivel
punctual, rezultând astfel o bază de date importantă cu toate
adresele reclamate, din care se pot extrage diferite detalii, se pot
prelucra și interoga pentru realizarea de hărți analitice și tematice.
Se propune o analiză cu relevanță atât calitativă cât și cantitativă,
prin elemente descriptive, grafice și cartografice.
Cuvinte cheie: câini, distribuție spațială, GIS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout history, the concept of landscape has always been controversial.
Urban landscape is defined by features, models and city structures. Thus, each urban
landscape holds elements of similarity with others of the same type but and relevance by
uniqueness and diversity.
Bucharest is defined by key structures, such as imposing buildings (Casa
Poporului, The National Library), historical monuments (Arc de Triomphe), parks
(Herăstrău) and many others. But at the social level and perception, the landscape is
disturbed by stray dogs, them dividing people into two camps, the lovers and the haters.
Large urban ecosystems are in an advanced state of contamination due to intense
human activities taking place in them, leading to the generation of environmental
disturbances [1]. But, regarding Bucharest landscape we can talk about disturbances of
the environment because of the stray dogs. The term „stray dogs” means population of
common breed dogs [2], who became a constant and worrying presence in the former
Soviet Union and the Balkans, but also in Asia and South America.
Human attitudes to animals are a matter of central concern to the field of animal
welfare [3]. The attitudes field is an open book with different relevance for individuals.
But for general, we all know that negative attitudes to animals are associated with the
vice versa behavior from them and the positive changes in people's opinions can
generate an improvement in animal-related legislation and public policy [4, 5]. It's very
important to understand origins of such attitudes and values, that can be described,
according to Serpell by two motivational considerations, affect and utility. There are
many researches for this issue, the most known is a survey developed in America, wich
had the purpose to extract nine distinct attitude subscales [6,7,8]. Animals that are more
close to humans and are more similar with them from the physical, cognitive and
behavior ways, seems to evoke more positive affect than those that are distant or
dissimilar [9, 10, 11, 12].
Thus, an increasingly disputed issue both in the capital and in the country is that of
stray dogs, their increasing breeding leading to social and political issues.
For their sterilization or sheltering drawn complaints are needed to show the
authorities the situation on the field (location, behavior, their number, and so on).
The objectives of this study include determining the locations where the urban
landscape is affected by dogs, according to the complaints made, to establish areas with
the biggest problems caused by them and the biggest "crowds", observation of positive
and negative effects on population and the environment of free quadrupeds presence on
the streets. Mapping will be done using GIS techniques.
Basically, the complaints made by citizens against the stray dogs that are received
by A.S.P.A. (Animal Protection and Surveillance Authority) in Bucharest, are
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standardized to a common form and are being introduced as a punctual form on the map
of the area. Also, a data base is created with as much information as possible, from
which, after processing, we obtain the analytical and thematic maps.
I think this is an important theme that concerns a current problem, which will
solve in the near future. Through this study I hope to be able to contribute in a way or
another to the new decisions regarding the quadrupeds’ situation and to highlight the
civic implication of population in a desire to solve this problem. The analyzed period is
year 2011.
2. METHODOLOGY
Study area
The area for which the research is undergoing is known from the title, namely
Bucharest Area. According to administrative boundaries, Bucharest, Capital of Romania,
is spread over 285km², with a population of over 2 millions [13]. The municipality is
divided into 6 districts, this delimitation offering a plus for the statistical and graphical
representations, this ones being able to be analysed separately or combined, compared
and structured.
In the Media there are more and more articles about stray dogs, people bitten by
dogs, territorial problems, insalubrious places, etc. There are two main groups: those
who want dogs’ euthanasia and animal lovers who don`t consider it necessary.
According to the law, from 12.03.2013, euthanasia is prohibited. The dogs that will
be picked up from the streets and taken into shelters, will be able to stay there for up to
30 days, and if meanwhile they haven`t been adopted or claimed, will remain in the
shelter or will be returned to the place from where they have been taken. Dogs with
"crotal" (metal marking affixed to the animal's ear to be recognized) and not aggressive,
should remain in the shelters, but the main problem is the limited capacity of
accommodation (A.S.P.A. has two shelters, Pallady and Mihăilești, totaling only about
700 places; several NGO`s have collected funds and built shelters, but insufficient for the
approximately 60.000 dogs in Bucharest). Adoption is required; this is one of the
solutions adopted to slowly get rid of the stray dogs.
The number of stray dogs is not a problem just in Bucharest or just in Romania. For
example, in India are living 19 million stray dogs and in Bangalore there are over 200
000 stray dogs, about 10 dogs/km on the streets [14]. In Sri Lanka, a country that has 20
million inhabitants, there are about 3 million stray dogs [15]. In the country there are
revealed a few cities where the stray dogs problem is under control such as Brașov,
where it was completely eradicated, or Oradea, where in 2003 it developed a program
supported by the successful sterilization of dogs [16].
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From 12.05.2013 has been proposed a new stipulation of law, which says that
people who feed stray dogs could be fined up to 5000 lei.
The most important measure is primarily reproductive control (sterilization).
Sterilization campaigns are free, but the community involvement is needed in order to
find those dogs that are not neutered. When a person makes a complaint is
recommended that he/she specifies if the dogs have or don`t have ear tag. The decision
of placing a sanctioning measure was taken following the comments and proposals made
by citizens for the project to amend Ruling CGMB 243/2009, on the control of breeding
dogs in Bucharest. The project also stipulates that individuals and legal entities, as well
as NGOs who have dogs older than four months in Bucharest are obliged to register
them with ASPA, within six months from the date of entry into force of the decision, by
microchiping and filling out a form.
Under the new project debate, the dogs can be adopted only by those who can
provide proof of accommodation, food and medical assistance. The new forecasts take
into account that individuals and legal entities or NGO`s who abandon dogs may no
longer have the right to adopt other animals for one year period.
Methods and data source
All the information received and quantified are from the Animal Protection and
Surveillance Authority (A.S.P.A.) data archive, are real, all complaints being recorded, all
of them having received a favorable or less favorable response from the responsible
people within 30 working days, according to the law.
GIS techniques have evolved a lot, for the dogs’ distribution and dynamics study in
Bucharest, according to official data, using only open source software (Quantum GIS,
uDIG, GrassGIS, Saga GIS, Gdal).
Since I started to study this theme, to read the complaints and to pin them on a
map, i realized that the data base will be a complex one, with both personal data, less
interesting for us geographers (them being useful for the authorities) and quantitative
data. Thus, I created a list of attributes, so that each dot representing an address to be
characterized by more information.
Following several introductions and implementation of buffer zones, it appears
clearly on the thematic maps, most of the locations where complaints against dogs are,
either because there are too many or they are aggressive, either because of vigilant
citizens. About the concept of dogs aggressiveness, there are very important people's
perceptions of harms and risks (to animals, humans, the environment, and so on) and
the various ethical concerns raised by these harms and risks [17].
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3. RESULTS
Data analysis was performed using GIS techniques, with open source software.
Making thematic cartographic material is complex, representative for the study
typology. It is a designed study with detailed extraction, processing and disclosing
information because of the large number of elements arising from the placing database
petitions.
The city residents complains were localized according to the steps described in the
methodology. After finding in the base map all the addresses of petitions, the points
were shared at district level to quantify the number of complaints and dogs applicants
(relative quantitative analysis).
The database contains attributes of the layers, of which a part is confidential (can
be used just for the A.S.P.A. institution interest, like the number of registration, the type
of the complainant - private individual or legal individual, name of the complainant, the
phone number) and the other one is available for public interest.
According to those available for public use, a set of cartographic material was
realized to process them. The date of the complaint is one attribute that I analyzed
(Figure 1). It should be borne in mind that the date of the complaint is the actual date
when it was recorded at A.S.P.A.. So I chose to represent on maps the number of
complaints submitted by citizens on a quarterly basis, forming four classes of 3 months
of analysis, depending on the season. The main reason for choosing these categories was
related to the breeding periods of dogs (although they breed all year round, the most
active is in late winter, early spring). As a result, the quarters of 2011 shows that the
first (January-March) is most active (740 complaints), followed by July-September (418)
and April-June (404). The fewest complaints were received in October-December (285).
One of the reasons why there are fewer complaints in December is the presence of the
winter holidays, the holiday period for many people both in the capital and those of the
A.S.P.A..
In both of these maps, as well as in the following ones, a low number of complaints
is observed particularly from District 1, as citizens began to be aware of the Animals
Police Service. That service is part of "General Directorate for Community Services" that
deals with everything related to animals, both stray and with owners, so this is why the
fewest complaints from ASPA are from this district. Only people who do not know about
this service addressed here and they are redirected.
Another attribute from the data base refers to the way where the complain has
been filed (because many people don`t know about the existence of an authority that
deals with dogs, they sent petitions to the city halls or police stations); under what form
the complaint has been sent - personal, fax, e-mail, mail or phone. The numbers show a
big density of complaints made by mail (1091 complaints, 59% from total). The e-mail
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and the fax methods for deposit a complaint are quite related on statistics, they are used
by over 300 persons each. It happens rarely for citizens to come to the center to
complain, in the case studied the count is 80 people (valuing only 4% of the total
calculated).
If the number of dogs is not specified in the complain, the mentioned address is
entered on the map with a dog, because it is not known exactly, that`s why the total
number of dogs is largely subjective.
Thus, in 2011, 1847 complaints were quantified (Figure 2), representative of 3036
dogs, some of which are repeated addresses that may refer to the same dog/dogs. Most
complaints, and also most dogs that bring problems were in the 6th District (712
complaints for 1203 dogs), followed by the 4th (318 complaints to 319 dogs) and the 5th
District nearby (297 complaints to 642 dogs). So, the examples above refers to two
attributes, the one for the control number of complaints and the one about how many
dogs the applicant considered to be in that location, an estimated or even exaggerated
number (Figure 3).
It is observed in some claims that the specified number of stray dogs was probably
exaggerated. It is possible that people who multiply situation on the ground to do with
the simple desire to attract more attention of the authorities to arrive at the scene and
take them away. Certainly, there are also cases of diminishing reality. In 2011, there
were 35 addresses where they stated over 10 stray specimens, 17 of which are in
District 6 (for example Giuleşti Park, the Park near Polytechnic University and others),
and 10 from de District 5 (such as Uranus, the college dorm from Panduri, bus station
Rahova, the Financial Administration for District 5 and others). These two districts have
the most complaints for many dogs, followed closely by District 4.
The rest would be divided as follows: 2 of the District 4 (Kindergarten Sânziana
and Str. Mountain High), 2 of the District 3 (the college dorm from Pallady and Str.
Foişorului), one of the District 2 (Emergency Hospital "St. Pantelimon") and 3 from
District 1 (Str. Telescope, Office bailiff Somaldoc Paula Daniela from Str. Emile Zola,
University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Bucharest from Bd
Mărăşti).
A count of 311 complaints refers on more than one dog, from the total of 1847. All
those totalize 1638 dogs from the total of 3036, which means an average of 2 dogs per
complaint.
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A complainant may be a private or a legal individual. 413 complaints from private
individuals and 1434 from legal ones have been introduced in the database. This
analysis is valid for the type of applicants that demand directly to the A.S.P.A., in contrast
to complaints filed by individuals for the City Hall, which are then forwarded to the
proper legal institution. The legal entities can be governmental or private institutions.
Governmental institutions can be: Bucharest City Hall (different departments); Local
Police; Public Domain and Urban Development Administration; Bucharest Prefecture. It
was noticed that District 6`s City Hall is receiving the most annual complaints (Figure 4).
This is normal, since this district is the most populated with complainants, and of course,
with dogs.
In the cartographic material I located the addresses reported by residents, the
quantification of the number of complaints and of the reported dogs (relative
quantitative analysis), establishing areas with the biggest problems caused by dogs
(according to the complainant`s information) and the largest “crowds” (Figure 5). At a
quick glance through the cartographic material, the first impression is that Bucharest is
full of stray dogs. Dogs localized in the Crângaşi Park area were studied in the field by
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partially tracking their route. I tried to approximate a perimeter and an area in which
they move, resulting in values of approximately 500 m for concentric circle radius. Dogs
will often move in packs of at least 4-5 individuals. Those present in the area are marked
with a "crotal", which means they are sterilized. Buffer zones were studied on a distance
of 500 m for all complaints; virtually every point is the middle of a circle of radius 500.
These areas were united as many adjacent points, so they give the impression of a full
complex. However, as it has been seen in the other maps, the biggest problem is in
District 6, in neighborhoods like Crângași, Drumul Taberei or Militari, but also in
districts 5 and 4, in Rahova, Alexandriei, Ferentari, Progresu and so on. According to the
information that the map presents, the territorial distribution of the crowds can be
evaluated. This is influenced by a lot of factors such as people that feed dogs near their
blocks, kids near schools and kindergartens that also feed them, people who take care of
dogs and do not sterilize them and others. So most important nowadays is the education
towards decreasing this phenomenon of stray dogs on the streets.
A gap was noted in the Văcăreşti street because this is the so-called "Bucharest
Delta", the former Văcăreşti lake bed. Also, there are gaps in northern Bucharest, which
belongs to District 1. Although the city center is meant to be a touristic area and
arranged according to the petition, it is disturbed by the actions of stray dogs.
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After several introductions and implementations of buffer zones, one can clearly
notice on the thematic maps the locations where there are several complaints, either
because there are too many dogs or too aggressive ones, or due to more vigilant citizens.
Photos (from May 2013, except for those in the Vergului area, which are taken in
January 2011) were made in some of the areas shown (Figure 6). Numbers refer both to
the district itself and to the number of every photographed area (number 1 for
Herăstrau Park, 2 for Circus Park, 3 for the Vergului area, 4 for Progresu neighborhood,
5 for 13 Septembrie area and 6 for Crângași neighborhood). They are taken for
validating a part of the data that has been processed. It should be noted that during field
trips for photographic material achievement I did not met any aggressive dog. As it can
be observed in the pictures displayed on the map, the dogs were very gentle and quiet.
One exception was in Vergului area, District 3, where one of the photos was made to a
group of dogs that were defending their territory and became agitated because of the
camera.
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A map of vulnerable areas has been made, where there are complaints against dogs
(Figure 7). This cartographic representation uses pointed marks to indicate areas such
as markets (for example Sudului, Crângași, Giulești, Moghioroș, Rahova, Ferentari, Bucur
Obor, Progresu), parks (like Tineretului, Crângași, Moghioroș, Titan, Izvor, Herăstrău),
schools (Marin Preda High School, Polytechnic University, School nr. 131 and nr. 148,
Kindergarten nr. 169), central points (Aviatorilor, Victoriei, Dorobanți, Romană,
Universitate), churches (Puișor, Ghencea-Lira), hospitals (Panduri, Universitar, Marius
Nasta, St. Ștefan, Fundeni and Elias), and commercial places (Big Berceni, Carrefour
Orhideea, Metro Militari, The Old Center, Mall Vitan, Marriot Hotel, Kaufland Sebastian
and Kaufland Văcărescu), all of which have increased vulnerability. All those mentioned
above are still valid today. Even if according to the new bills, dogs which were not
adopted can be left in the same place from where they were captured (only after
sterilization, vaccination, delousing and microchipping), considering that their return in
the vulnerable areas is forbidden, they are still a cause of fears and insalubrities for the
people.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study is been investigated from the quantitative and qualitative
points of view, the situation of the stray dogs on the streets of Bucharest. The data used
for studying and processing were gathered from formal complaints received by the
Authority for Supervision and Protection of Animals during 2011. After analysis, it has
been observed that complaints were addressed on a total of 1847 addresses in the
capital, some of them being repeated for certain areas. It should be noted that there is an
authority called "Animal Police" which deals with solving incidents regarding problems
caused by stray dogs in District 1. This is why in the cartographic materials with
database elements, the fewest complaints are coming from this district.
Monthly distribution of complaints was made quarterly, and it revelead that most
of the complaints (740) were introduced in the first quarter (January-March). According
to the cartographic material, it can be observed that the highest incidence of complaints
is sourced by postal services (mail). Since the online media is now accesible, a software
application could be developed, available for any person who wants to denounce their
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indignation or any element that disturbs them. They can send in a complaint very
quickly, can attach photos or other comments, besides the data that will be required for
registrating the petition.
The number of dogs from complaints is relative because when they are not
specified, they receive a value of 1, although the complaining person can refer to more
entities. The number for 2011 would be of 3036 individuals.
On the one hand, all the analysis can be used by the A.S.P.A. to have a database with
local references, to know exactly where the addresses from the complaints are located
throghout the capital. On the other hand, this type of research can help them to establish
the main points of interest, to create routes of action when they are looking for dogs in
the field. Should a complaint refer to a high risk of aggresive dogs, the institution's
employees can check quickly the database for other similar complaints nearby, or what
were the causes and solutions taken in the past for that particular kind of situation.
All ideas presented are feasible, as they can help in one way or another to solve
problems related to stray dogs. Therefore, it should be regarded as a reliable analysis,
not just for Bucharest, but also for other cities. Practically, every institution that tackles
stray animals or other entities, needs a localized database. The methodology can be used
in any other city that needs especially quantitative analysis of elements, with local or
national results.
All in all, it can be said that for the urban landscape, stray dogs have become a
symbol of the city and it is necessary to find an optimal solution for the common weal.
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Sport tourism in Romania and the Romanian experience in organizing
and hosting an international sport event.
Case study: Bucharest International Marathon.
Cristina Chivu
Sport tourism in Romania and the Romanian experience in organizing and
hosting an international sport event. Case study: Bucharest International
Marathon. Sport and tourism are worldwide considered to be the modern niches
for economic development, but only high developed countries have realized that to
maximize their economic impact, sport and tourism must be considered as a
whole. The tourism in Romania is currently under continuous development, due to
several investments in general and touristic infrastructure and also due to the
strategies of capitalization and promotion of the Romanian tourist potential.
Different sports are practiced in Romania from ancient times and the Romanian
sport made the country known worldwide through its legendary sportsmen, but
only recently sport became also an element of tourist attraction. The rebirth of
physical culture and Romania’s accession to European Union, offered to Romania
the opportunity to exploit sport as a touristic product, generating tourist flows and
tourist services consumption. Even if sport tourism is a new concept in Romania, in
order to grow the economical impact of this new form of tourism, the development
strategies are counting on the rehabilitation of general and specific (both touristic
and sporting) infrastructure and on the exploiting of the most efficient form of
sport tourism, the one related to organizing and hosting a sport event with
international participation.
Key words: physical culture, sport tourism, active sport tourism, sport event,
marathon.
Turismul sportiv în România și experiența românească în organizarea și
găzduirea unui eveniment sportiv internațional. Studiu de caz: Maratonul
Internațional București. Sportul și turismul sunt considerate la nivel mondial ca
fiind nișe moderne de dezvoltare economică, însă numai statele dezvoltate au
conștientizat faptul că, pentru maximizarea impactului lor economic, sportul și
turismul trebuie considerate un întreg. În prezent, turismul din România se află în
continuă dezvoltare, datorită unor serii de investiții în infrastructură general și în
cea turistică, dar și datorită unor strategii de valorificare și promovare a
potențialului turistic românesc. Există diferite sporturi care se practică de mulți
ani în România, iar sportivii români de legendă au făcut ca țara să fie recunoscută
la nivel mondial, însă numai recent, sportul a devenit în România un element de
atractivitate turistică. Renașterea conceptului de cultură fizică și aderarea
României la Uniunea Europeană au oferit României contextul de a valorifica
sportul ca produs turistic, generator de fluxuri turistice și consum turistic. Chiar
dacă turismul sportiv este un concept nou în România, pentru a crește impactul
său economic, strategiile de dezvoltare se sprijină pe reabilitarea infrastructurii
generale și specifice (atât turistice, cât și sportive), dar și pe valorificarea celei mai
eficiente forme a turismului sportiv, respectiv, organizarea și găzduirea unui
eveniment sportiv cu participare internațională.
Cuvinte cheie: cultură fizică, turism sportiv, turism sportiv activ, eveniment
sportiv, maraton.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rebirth of the physical culture in the modern society shows a more increased
interest for sport activities within a more numerous and varied segment of the
population. From top performers to amateurs, the sport activities are assimilated as an
engine of a healthy lifestyle, leisure mean but also as an economical product. Based on
this trend, it is noted among the nations, the increased effort for promoting the sport as
a mass educational factor as well as creating a law and institutional frame of its own.
Within this context, sport acquires social, cultural and economic features. Sport
was associated with a series of concepts which only confirm its emergence in our daily
life, in the economy, in identifying a nation.
The frame purpose of this study is to analyze the sport as an economical product,
more precisely as a touristic product, generating touristic flows and touristic
consumption. Based on defining the main concepts related to sport tourism and on
reflecting the international context of sport tourism’s evolution, the final objective of
this paper is to create an overview of sport tourism in Romania.
The final purpose is to have an insight view on the sport tourism form that was
proved to be the most efficient in generating touristic flows, active sport tourism, related
to the sport events market. The case study on the evolution of Bucharest International
Marathon, will provide an image of Romanian experience in organizing and hosting an
international sport event.
2. METHODOLOGY
In broad terms, this paperwork is an analyzing study. For drafting this study, the
work has been divided in two parts, one theoretical and one practical. The first part is
conceptual, here are defined the main operational concepts used forward in this study,
also focusing on the personal interpretation of these concepts as on their evolution. In
order to analyze the basic concepts, were chosen several definitions given by
researchers from various fields, to get a more clear and objective final perspective of
these concepts. In this stage also, there were pointed the main forms of sport tourism for
a better visibility on the type of sport tourism detailed on the case study.
In the second part of this work follows an overview of sport tourism in Romania,
with emphasis on the evolution and local conditions that have acted as restrictive or
favorable elements. The case study reflects the way that Romania, and especially the
capital of Bucharest, coped with organizing and hosting an international sport event. In
preparing this case study, there were consulted specialized forums, articles about the
event, the event's official website and the related press, feedback received from the
participants (sportsmen, audience, partners and organizers, media), in order to have a
complex image of the event. As an active participant to this event, two years in a row
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(volunteer in organizing and amateur runner at the corporate Relay Race, in 2011 and
2012), I added to this study a personal note.
3. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAME
The sport tourism is a modern concept, and even a new form of tourism, whose
development is close connected to the evolution of certain concepts like tourism and
physical culture.
The concept of sport tourism developed simultaneously with the tourism concept
itself, the travels based on the interest of a sport activity being lately incorporated as a
motivation for practicing tourism. An equally economic and social approach of the
touristic phenomenon is underlined in 1983 by the geographer Michaud, head of
Superior Council of French Tourism, by listing the main reasons of touristic travels as
following: “leisure, business, health, attending a professional, sport or religious
convention”[1].
The sport tourism was included within the tourism definition before it was
mentioned as a distinct form of tourism. In this respect, we have seen that in defining
the touristic phenomenon, among others, one of the travel reasons was attending sport
events. According to World Tourism Organization’s specialists, sport tourism is not
perceived as a different segment of the touristic offer, but it is enclosed in the category
of touristic motivations as: „leisure time, relaxing, holiday”[2].
Being assimilated only recently as a distinct form of tourism, sport tourism is still
a young concept, thus, when it comes to defining the term, there still are some question
marks standing. There is no universally accepted definition of the sport tourism yet, but
the concept has been analyzed by several specialists.
Sport tourism is defined as „a trip done in the free time in order to practice a
sport activity, or as a spectator at different sport events on a determined period (less
than a year) outside the residential space”[2]. This is a clean, mathematical definition of
the sport tourism concept, most probably starting from the definition of tourism itself.
Another definition is more focused on the particular features concerned by this
new tourist branch: “sport tourism represents all forms of active and passive
involvement in sporting activity, participated in casually or in an organized way for noncommercial or business/commercial reasons that necessitate travel away from home
and work localityʺ ([3]: 63).
A more practical definition of sport tourism is: “sport tourism is a combination of
sport activities and travel; from a sport marketing and sport management perspective, it
consists of two broad categories of products: sport participation travel (travel for the
purpose of participating in a sport, recreation, leisure or fitness activity); and sport
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spectatorial travel (travel for the purpose of spectating sport, recreation, leisure or
fitness activities or events)” ([4]: 31).
Sport tourism is a niche market which can be broadly described as a tourism
activity generated by participation in sporting activity. That activity can be a sporting
event or competition, a tour of a sporting facility or a training camp. Participation might
involve being a competitor/participant, official, or spectator.
Sport tourism presents itself under three forms, generating varied types of
tourists: „leisure sport tourism” or „active sport tourism” referring to people who travel
to take part in a sport activity/event, “sport tourism” which refers to people who travel
to watch a sporting event and „nostalgia sport tourism” which includes visits to sport
museums or stadiums [2].
Another classification divides the sport tourism in two big categories, the ranking
criteria used being the number or persons attending the sporting activity. Here are
distinguished two big categories: hard sport tourism and soft sport tourism [5].For the
hard sport tourism category is identified another concept given by J. Horne and W.
Manzenreiter, “sport mega events” [6]– for world class sporting events, such as Olympic
Games or FIFA World Cup. Soft Sport Tourism (such as hiking, skiing and canoeing) are
mainly non-competitive sporting activities, implying leisure, interest for physical
exercises or for certain sports.
Although sport activities can be as old as other types of activities which could
have been motivations in practicing tourism, the detachment of sport tourism as an
individual form of tourism manifestation occurred latter, as a result of the physical
culture rebirth. The interest for sport activities dates back from ancient times, like the
first manifestations of the tourism in general. If we are thinking of first Olympic Games,
in 776 B.C., we can identify the first manifestations of sport tourism, that is, the travel
not only of the spectators but also of the athletes from their residing places toward the
event place [7].
Tourism appears as a way of diversifying the economic structure, by creating
some activities or own branches, or by the development to new dimensions of branches
already exists [1]. Therefore, the evolution of tourism as an economic branch would not
have had an impact over the sport tourism, if it would not have been for a series of other
relevant statements in sport tourism development in particular. And we are referring
here to the society’s continuous interest for individual or organized physical exercise
(sports) and to the peak of manifesting the common interest for the activity of sport,
which is the rebirth of the physical culture. For example, the relaunch of Olympic Games
in the 19th century represented the effort’s materialization of outstanding personalities
of the European culture and represented the rebirth of the physical exercises culture as
a modern concept.
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By physical culture we understand “the result of awareness that physical exercise
represents the basis of the human civilization” ([7]: 37).
The popularity of this concept and its emergence in modern society inevitably led
to practicing different sports by an increased number of persons and recorded as a
consequence, also the increase of the ones passionate by sport activities, either as
amateur participants or spectators. Various sport events, on a small or larger scale,
according to their importance, can gather or monopolize the entire attention or activity
of a city (Bucharest International Marathon), of a country (Romanian Football Cup),
continent (UEFA Champions League), or even the entire world (Olympic Games), with
direct implications in the touristic activity by the direct consumption of touristic
services and products or who are related to leisure tourism.
The synesthesia between tourism and sport comes from the fact that practicing a
sport implies also the involvement of leisure, the main reason of practicing tourism in
general.
According to many specialists, the sport product is positioned as a basic
alternative of the entertainment. Sport activities have a pure recreational role and they
are meant to contribute to an increase of good humour amongst the practitioners
(tourists). It is known that attracting tourists in recreational sport activities is based on
a strong recreation motivation. The activities practiced are a way of combating stress
and thereby they have positive effects upon health and physical condition [1]. “Sport is
an activity of entertainment” [8] is maybe one of the most concise and comprehensive
definition of sport. We can say therefore that sport itself may be a touristic activity.
4. AN OVERVIEW OF SPORT TOURISM IN ROMANIA
In Romania there were discovered archaeological fonts which tie up the
practicing since oldest times of some forms of physical exercise culture, among them
horse riding competitions, darts, hunting, individual battles and group sporting games.
Once with the development of school institutions, the physical exercise culture was
introduced in schools. The names of Doctor Carol Davilla and Professor Gheorghe
Moceanu are connected with the efforts to promote physical exercise education as a
mandatory discipline, at the end of 19th century [7].
First references attesting the practicing of sporting tourism date from 1578,
when was published in Krakow, the work of Alexander Guagnini, “Sarmatiae Europeae
description” (Sarmatic European Chronicles), a short biography of the countries in
Southern East Europe. He mentions in his work about sport practicing in the Wooded
Carpathians. An important moment in the history of sport tourism (mostly leisure sport
tourism) was the establishment of the Romanian royal family’s summer residence in
Sinaia and the beginning of building the Peles Castle in 1875 [9]. The influence of the
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royal family and also the natural touristic potential, made Sinaia monopolize at that time
the touristic incoming of the Prahova Valley area, which determined the diversification
of the touristic offer and the development of new touristic poles in the vicinity of Sinaia
town, in order to unblock the touristic traffic here, so that Prahova Valley becomes a
true touristic axis, monopolizing today the incoming flow of tourists from the capital of
Bucharest and surrounding towns.
Most of the mountains in Romania are fitted with facilities for practicing the
winter sport, hiking and even extreme sports. The touristic infrastructure serving the
sport tourism in mountain resorts does not reach modern standards as in the WestEuropean countries. We mention here the qualitative and quantity representation as
well. In terms of facilities, Romania is behind not only the West-European nations, but
also toward the neighboring, Bulgaria and Hungary, that with the help of foreign
investments made a big step ahead in improving the quality and representation of
touristic facilities and also of the infrastructure in general. This is the reason why
Romania does not represent an attraction for foreign tourists practicing winter sports,
their number being very small in the mountain resorts.
Making a step back in time, we can say the inception of extreme sports worldwide
around 1980, and their spreading in Romania after 1990, represented another
important moment in the history of sport tourism in Romania [9]. Bungee jumping,
paraglide, parachuting, tiroliana, zorbing, body flying, aerotrim are just a few examples
of the extreme sport practiced today in Romania. By far the most well-known is bungee
jumping, which in Romania is represented by two platforms: Vidraru dam of 166 meters
and Râșnoavei Gorge of 137 meters.
Regarding the most important component of the sport tourism, the one
represented by the sporting events, it is noted that Romania is not a major destination
for big sporting events, the so called sport mega events.
The most sold sport in Romania is football, which often fills the stadiums, but
until recently Romania did not have a stadium able to meet the international standards.
Only in September 2011, Romania made a step forward in order to align with
international standards, and opened the National Arena Stadium in Bucharest, the
biggest in the country. The stadium extends on a surface of 108.000 m², it is six floors
high and it has a capacity of 55.000 spectators. Another step in the history of Romanian
sport and tourism was certainly the challenging of hosting and organizing in May 2012,
the European League UEFA football final, hosted by the National Arena in Bucharest
[10]. One problem raised in this case was the violence that accompanied so far the image
of Romanian football, in the country as also in international matches with participation
of Romanian fans. The violence in sport is a feature of modern sport and its increase is
intensely debated today and it derives from its competitive feature [11].
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Romania does not have yet a material facility specific for big international events,
and this issue represents a challenge even for the capital of Bucharest, because hosting
such an event is not only about organizing the event itself. If we are thinking to a
touristic flow of thousands of tourists, the accommodation options and the
transportation system in Bucharest are a constant challenge (for example, Bucharest has
only one international airport). The alternative possibilities for leisure are not sufficient.
Until recently (July 2011), Bucharest was not in possession of touristic buses for city
tour. Only five years ago Bucharest enrolled in the list of European capitals that organize
an international marathon (Bucharest International Marathon), being until 2008 the
only capital in the European Union not having its international marathon.
A number of such events (marathons and half-marathons, cross and street races)
are organized annually in many other cities in the country: Tușnad, Cluj, Arad, Fagaraș,
Brașov, Timișoara etc., some of them are international (Cluj International Marathon,
from 2010) but in reality, the international participation is poor and the impact of the
event is local. There are also theme competitions, often associated to a humanitarian
cause or for supporting some social, ecologic, cultural ideas: The Wood Cross, The
Unification Cross, The Marathon of Reunification of Romanian Nation, etc. A newer trend
in Romania, enjoying an increased popularity is represented by mountain marathons
and half-marathons (Piatra Craiului, Muntele Mare, Cernei, Bucegi Mountains), mountain
ultra-marathons (7500 Marathon - Bucegi Mountains), trail running races (Azuga,
Moieciu, Ciucaș Mountains).
A real opportunity to make known the name of Romania in the international
sport industry was the year of 2012, when among the 6 European sport cities, Iași city
was also present. “The Municipality of Iași was chosen as a European sport city in 2012.
Iași was chosen to receive this symbol along with the cities of Florence, Pescara and
Viterbo from Italy, Preston from UK and Charleroi from Belgium. According to selection
criteria, the European sport capital must be a city with a population of over 500.000
inhabitants. Iași is the only city in Romania which applied for this competition”[12].
The top sports were always well represented by Romanians sportsmen even
outside the country (from Iosif Barbu, the first Romanian Olympic champion, to the
international legends like Nadia Comaneci, Gheorghe Hagi, Ilie Năstase). The only
Romanian sport museum able to support nostalgic sport tourism is the Argeṣ Sport
Museum, opened in September 2008. It presents a permanent exhibition dedicated to
famous athletes in Argeș department. Since 2011 works are underway to a museum of
Romanian sport in Bucharest, at the Olympic House, but because of the lack of funding,
the finalization is not complete and most of the exhibits are stored in repository.
The rebirth of the physical culture is a current trend in Romania and mostly
promoted and represented in the capital of Bucharest and in the big cities. As a proof of
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the Romanians increased interest for sporting activities, one noted an increment of
amateur athletes, of those passionate of certain sports and those practicing a sport to be
in a good physical condition. Based on these trends, the Marathon magazine made in
2010 a study regarding the practicing of recreate sports among young people in
Romania. The research was made based on application of two interview grids regarding
spare time and practicing recreation sports.

The sample analyzed was on 730 adult persons, professionally active, aged
between 22-32 years old and 33-43 years old. The result of the study (Figure 1) showed
that 75% of the responders are practicing a recreate sport. From the 25% who don’t
practice any sport, 78% claim they are willing to practice one, but they have health
problems, don’t have proper facilities to practice a sport or don’t have enough time. It
was also noted that a significant percentage of 80% of responders are systematically
practicing a recreational sport (more than twice a week – 55%, or more than twice a
month – 25%), and 20% of them are practicing seasonal sports, during holidays and
vacations [13].
Although the results of the study are positive or at least optimistic, in Romania,
as in other European countries, the recommendations of World Health Organization are
not followed. According to the program “The global strategy regarding nutrition,
physical activity and health”, every person must perform a sport for at least 30 minutes
every day, as a countermeasure to the sedentary life, obesity prevention and
maintaining a good health.
Another relevant result for this study is the summary of the most practiced
recreational sports (Figure 2). Football and different ball games are preferred by most of
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the ones interviewed (45%) and only 5% from them are practicing athletism in their
spare time [13].

Practicing a specific sport is also a preview of the general interest that someone
might have for that sport (a person passionate by football, for example, will rather play
football in the spare time and will watch a football match instead of being spectator to a
marathon). This is the reason why the football events are highly mediated and the street
races have such a small impact on the masses.
Based on this scenario, is not hard to understand why the first edition of the
international marathon of Bucharest has been organized hardly five years ago and in the
meantime, the stadiums are overcrowded during a football match. Almost 30% of the
respondents are jogging in their spare time and this represents the category of potential
participants to an athletic street race, such as marathon, half-marathon or relay race,
because all these kind of competitions addresses to both professional sportsmen and
amateurs. This is one of the reasons why this kind of sport events is getting more and
more numerous in Romania.
5. THE ROMANIAN EXPERIENCE IN ORGANIZING AND HOSTING AN
INTERNATIONAL SPORT EVENT. CASE STUDY: BUCHAREST
INTERNATIONAL MARATHON
Bucharest International Marathon is the biggest street international sport event
hosted by the Romanian capital. The competition is internationally homologated,
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officially included on the list of street world marathons and affiliated to International
Association of Street Marathons.
The international context. As a member state of the Council of Europe, the sport
industry from Romania is subscribed to European Sport Charta (1992), added with the
Sport Ethic Code. In conformity with the Charta, sport must be accessible to everyone,
healthy and securely, with loyalty, tolerance and satisfaction, with respect against the
environment [14].
Romania’s accession to the European Union in 2007 raised a series of challenges
regarding alignment of Romania to the standards of other member states of the union.
At that moment, Bucharest was the only capital in Europe Union not having its own
official international marathon. As a consequence, a year after the accession, in October
2008, it was launched the first edition of Bucharest International Marathon, the biggest
sport event of street races in Romania. Being homologated as a member of International
Association of Street Marathons since the first edition represents a proof of meeting the
required international standards.
An analysis of the database provided by the Association of Road and Races
Statisticians [15] shows the place occupied by Romania at global, European and Eastern
European level, concerning the number of homologated street races, annually organized,
with international participation.
No.

Country

Races (no.)

No.

Country

Races (no.)

1.

U.S.A.

881

1.

Germany

408

2.

Germany

408

2.

Denmark

371

3.

Denmark

371

3.

Great Britain

192

4.

Korea

224

4.

Poland

128

5.

Great Britain

192

5.

Finland

126

6.

Poland

128

6.

France

82

7.

Finland

126

7.

Russia

79

8.

Canada

84

8.

Italy

76

9.

France

82

9.

Netherlands

67

10.

Russia

79

10.

Spain

60

ROMANIA

2

ROMANIA

2
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It is important to mention that by street races, we are referring here to
marathons (42 km), half-marathons (21 km), relay races (10, 5 km – 4 people team to
gather the 42 km afferent to the full marathon) and any competitive cross street race, all
gathered into one cross event (2-3 days) and that may also include other competitive
races (children, wheel-chair races). To be noted also that only homologated street races
have been taken into consideration here, so only the ones that have received
international accreditation. Currently (2013), Romania is hosting two annual
homologated street competitions, with international participation: the Bucharest
International Marathon (from 2008) and Cluj International Marathon (from 2010).
The world’s leader of this category are the United States of America, with 881
races organized in 2012 (Table 1), followed by Germany (which is also the European
leader) with 408 competitions (Table 2). Therefore, at both global and European level,
Romania is among the last positions, with only two international street races.
An analysis of Europe’s situation (Table 3) shows that Northern Europe leads
with 778 annual competitions, followed by Western Europe with 619, Eastern Europe
with 327 and finally, Southern Europe with only 163 street races. Thus, the European
average is around 38 annual competitions, but it is different from one region to another,
as follows: 78 in Northern Europe, 69 in Western Europe, 22 in Eastern Europe and 10
in Southern Europe.
Noteworthy is the fact that these regional annual averages do not grow with the
number of countries corresponding to each region. Although Northern and Western
Europe have the highest averages, they also have the lowest number of afferent
countries (10 and 9 countries), while the Eastern and Southern Europe, with much
lower averages, and have also a bigger number of countries (16 and 15 countries).
Therefore, the averages of the annual street races are not directly proportional to the
number of countries included in each region. Once removed the criterion of the number
of countries included in each region, we can conclude that street races are more
numerous in Northern and Western Europe because of the general development and
social mindset.
Regarding Table 3, is important to mention the fact that Eastern Europe region
includes also the countries in Eurasia and Transcontinental Europe (such as Georgia,
Russia, Turkey) and that there were not included in this table also the ten countries that
do not have any homologated international street race (Monaco, San Marino, Moldova
Republic, Albania, Andorra, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Vatican, Azerbaijan, Armenia,
Kazakhstan). To be noted also that for Denmark have been included also the street races
organized in Greenland.
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Northern Europe
Country
Races
(no.)
Denmark
371
Great
192
Britain
Finland
126
Norway
43
Sweden
Ireland
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Iceland

32
5
4
2
2
1

Total

778

Southern Europe
Country
Races
(no.)
Italy
76
Spain
60
Croatia
Greece

6
5

Serbia
Slovenia
Cyprus
Portugal
Macedonia
Malta
Montenegro
Total

4
4
3
2
1
1
1
163

Eastern Europe
Country
Races
(no.)
Poland
128
Russia
79
Slovakia
Czech
Republic
Hungary
Ukraine
Belarus
Bulgaria
Romania
Turkey
Georgia
Total

Western Europe
Country
Races
(no.)
Germany
408
France
83

57
26

Netherlands
Switzerland

67
25

15
8
6
3
2
2
1
327

Belgium
Austria
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg

18
17
1
1

Total

619

Table 3 offers an image of Romania’s position in the European context. As we go
up to the north, the number of homologated international street races is increasing; the
same trend is visible from east to west. There are also exceptions, such as the Russian
Federation, given its extension and favorable historical and economical context. Since
international sport events are associated with an increased interest for physical culture,
for sporting activities but also with a high level of economical development, is quite easy
to localize the reasons why some south-eastern European countries are not
representative when it comes to organize and host an international marathon: the
infrastructure required, the high organizational costs and certainly the demand for such
an event. So, even with a proper infrastructural basis, with the required financial
support, if there is no demand from the people, if the society does not show an interest
for sporting activities, if the rebirth of physical culture is not active enough, there are no
sustainable reasons to generate such an event.
South-Eastern Europe countries are still witnessing the remains of the postcommunist period, the effects of recent geopolitical conflicts and all these factors are
reflected in a transitional economy, low level of economical and social development,
political instability, social disorder, lack of interest for cultural meanings, the society
being rather monopolized by primal social and human needs, such as peace, safety,
financial resources. So this is also Romania’s frame context, where the most part of the
society is not showing yet an increased interest for physical culture, sporting activities as both healthy and leisure activities - since the Romanian society did not achieved yet a
good, decent standard of life, as in most of the Northern and Western European
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countries. But, as a personal note, I would add that, if we could judge by the increasing
number of people jogging, riding bikes or climbing mountains, Romania is starting to
make its firsts promising steps in embracing the physical culture. And this trend is what
made possible the spread of street races in Romania, among other sports, and the efforts
to launch Romanian sport events, such as Bucharest Marathon, with international
participation.
Partners. The institutional partners of the sporting event represent those
intermediaries in charge with the event’s accreditation according to pre-established
norms, with organizing and unfolding the event in a standardized and ethic normative
frame [5]. These organizers can be regulatory and sanction authorities, imposing rules
and regulations, determining the time and place of the event and ensure that necessary
conditions are met so athletes can compete. The partners of Bucharest International
Marathon, by categories’, are:


The official organizer: Bucharest Running Club association;



National official partners: The Ministry of Youth and Sport, The Romanian
Olympic and Sport Committee, Bucharest City Hall, The Lake Administration,
Smart Athletic and Ro Club Marathon;



International official partners: International Association of Marathon and Road
Races and International Athletic Federation;



Institutional partners: the referees and coaches from Romania Athletics
Federation, Romanian Gendarmerie and Community Police for security and
public order, Streets Administration and police forces from the Road Brigade,
Education Directorate who managed the event on behalf of the City Hall.
Among the official partners of Bucharest International Marathon, every year

there are also some non-governmental associations that, based on the work of around
200 volunteers, are involved in the event’s organization. According to the conference
press that ended the 2012 Bucharest International Marathon edition, the number of
volunteers willing to get involved in organizing the event, raised significantly, so that the
last edition of the marathon gathered more than 300 volunteers.
The Bucharest International Marathon is promoted and supported also by the
media partners: in total 17 partners, from which 3 TV channels, 2 radio stations, 7
magazines and 6 websites [16].
Sponsors. The sponsors represent an important category of intermediaries in
sport, but they are also sport consumers. The sponsoring companies provide the sport
events with products or money in exchange with their association to the sport event, to
create a positive image among audience. The event is a show of talented athletes and
large audience attracts sponsors who pay for the event and ensure the access to the
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audience. In addition, the sponsor is promoting the event to the audience, who is helping
the event to achieve its goal or to attract the spectators [5].
The sponsor represents an important intermediary and a link between the event
and final consumer, the public, so is mandatory for the organizers to ensure a proper
connectivity between these three elements [8].
The sport events are mainly or exclusively financed by private funds that come
from sponsors or donations, without involving public money or local budget. This is why
sponsors are vital in organizing such an event and more than that, the power of
sponsors and their number have become an indicator of the event’s magnitude. Often,
the event carries the name of the main sponsor and this is also the case of Bucharest
International Marathon.
The number of sponsors that joined the organizing of Bucharest International
Marathon, raised with every edition, reaching in 2011 a number of 19 sponsors: one
main sponsor gave the event its name, a technical sponsor that provided the t-shirts for
all athletes, the sponsor of the popular race, a hotel who accommodated the officials and
the closing event of the marathon, a private network of hospitals, a series of other
sponsors from various fields, such as: food, supplements for athletes, food shops,
personal hygiene products, a network of shops, a network of fitness halls.
Personalities. Most of the sport events are associated with the image of a
prominent personality form the sport industry. It is a strategy of unwritten accreditation
of the event in the audience’s eyes, but also a strategy to attract spectators worshiping
that personality. At Bucharest International Marathon, the 2011 edition, the special
guest of the event was Gabriela Szabo, nominated in 1999 as the best world and
European athlete. She was the one that started the Children Race. Such personalities can
also be among the athletes; at 2011 edition, among those who participated to the race,
one can note also the sport manager of Steaua Bucharest, Narcis Răducanu and the best
Romanian tennis player, Victor Hănescu, but also personalities from public life.
Structure. The structure of the event is an indicator of its complexity and
magnitude. The marathon race is often accompanied by press conferences, publicity
campaigns, parties organized by the official partners and sponsors, additional races with
a humanitarian purpose, the official closing and winners’ awarding.
The official opening of Bucharest International Marathon 2011 edition, was in
May [16], 6 months prior the event, also the moment when the official promoting
campaign of the marathon started. The three press conferences are the evidence of
successive promotion of the event. The theme races (such as the Forest Race) were
organized for fund raising purpose, for the humanitarian organizations, partners of the
event. The additional trials to the main marathon race - relay race (or Corporate race),
the popular race, the race in wheel chairs, for disabled persons (Photo 1), the children’s
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race (Photo 2) - show the complexity of the event and especially the respect for a basic
principle of the European Sport Charta; according to this principle, sport must be
accessible for each person, in loyalty, tolerance and satisfaction.

Another principle of the Charta is pointed out at Bucharest International
Marathon, by the organizing of the Forest Race: sport must be carried out with respect
to environment, and by this race, Bucharest International Marathon is sending a green
message and makes this a cause supported by the event. Moreover, another message
sent is the empathy for the sick persons, and the evidence of it is the race “You run for
them!” a raising fund race for the only palliative hospital in Romania (headquarter in
Braşov), The Hospice Clinic.
The diversity of competition races addressed to various competitors, from
children to adults, from professionals to amateurs, from physically fitted persons to
disabled persons regardless of nationality, indicates following an ethical principle, the
equal opportunities, being in the same time a message against discrimination of any
kind.
Expo-Marathon, event’s official exhibition was open for three days and covered
the theme tents for: registration at the event, the stands of media partners for promoting
and broadcasting or of the institutional partners and organizers in order to inform, the
stands of sponsors with products and souvenirs.
Promotion. The promotion campaigns of Bucharest International Marathon were
made through various communication and distribution channels, starting with several
months ahead the event. Among the promoting campaigns mentioned below, during the
2011 edition, it can be noted that the event was intensely promoted on both national
and international level.
[103]
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International promoting actions: the 2011 April – September edition of the
magazine “Distance Running” was dedicated to the Bucharest International Marathon
2011 edition; flyers distribution at Limassol Marathon, Virgin London Marathon.
National promoting actions: outdoor promotion through videos displayed on
street screens, in the day of the marathon – street banners, start and finish gates; radio
promotion: 30 seconds advertisements, two weeks before the marathon; television:
appearance on national television – news, 30 seconds advertisements; written press:
1/1 model on page, continuous ads from May to October in 12 magazines; public
relations: meetings with the journalists and press conferences; promoting materials:
leaflets, t-shirts, banners, brochures, posters, flags, human size mascots for the
marathon day; direct marketing: exhibition with sale on marathon day, lottery and
personalized contests hosted by organizers.
Among all advertising media, the television is considered the intermediary with
the strongest impact in promoting the sport events. Television companies control 70%
of the prime time advertisement sale market. As the price of advertising time increases
continuously, this thing makes all buying costs of advertisement rights to be covered and
allows the television networks to be paid [5].
Bucharest International Marathon was not transmitted live on television, the only
ads were during the sporting news where the sport event was shortly presented. This is
because Bucharest International Marathon is not yet an event of major interest for
Romanian masses, as it would be for example a football game. This happens basically
due to the next two reasons: athletism or street races do not represent yet in Romania a
sport of high interest among the masses and Bucharest International Marathon is still a
“young” event; it will certainly be more notorious after a few more editions.
Participants. The analysis of participants to a sport event offers a series of
features to the event, as follows. The number of participants to a sport event is reflecting
the size of the event and the diversity of participants is reflecting the complexity of the
event. In addition, the number of foreign participants reflects the level of the event’s
internationalization. A high number of foreign participants will automatically attract the
consumption of touristic services specific to classic tourism (transportation,
accommodation, food and even leisure). Thus we can identify the value of the event as a
touristic product.
By participants at Bucharest International Marathon we will consider the athletes
(professionals and amateurs, children and adults, veterans and disabled persons) as well
as the audience: in 2008 – 3500 participants from 5 countries, in 2009 – 4000
participants from 20 countries, in 2010 – 5000 participants from 45 countries, in 2011 –
6000 participants from 51 countries, no data available for the 2012 edition [16].
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It is important that, year by year, it has been recorded an increased number of
participants (Figure 3), which means that the event is well promoted and begins to be
known on a national and international level, if we take into consideration the number of
countries participant to the event (Figure 4). The 2011 edition was attended by athletes
from 51 countries, from three continents (Europe, Africa and America), including U.K.,
Italy, Ethiopia, Kenya, U.S.A., Japan, Mexico, Russia, Bahrain, Canada.

The increase rate of the number of participants is not so high (from 500 to 1000
participants from one year to another) but it represents anyway a relevant indicator to
reflect the increase of Bucharest International Marathon notoriety among the ones
passionate by street races. If we take into consideration the first and the latest edition
with available data (2008 and 2011), the increase trend is more visible: the number of
participants is almost double (from 3500 participants in 2008 to 6000 in 2011) and also
the number of countries represented at Bucharest International Marathon is over ten
times higher (from 5 countries in 2008 to 51 in 2011).
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Costs. The organizing budget of a sport event is ensured in large or total
proportion by private funds – from sponsors, donations and ticket selling. Part of the
funds are used for organizing costs, one part is used from winners’ awards, also a part is
donated to humanitarian organizations involved in organizing the event.
The budget of Bucharest International Marathon is an estimation considering that
many products and services are offered by the sponsors and partners of the event. In
2010 the event had an approximate 500.000 euro budget, while in 2011 the budget
reached 600.000 Euro.
The value of prizes is also an indicator of the event’s importance, the money
prizes are supplemented by hundreds of products from sponsors: 2008 – 50 000 euro,
2009 and 2012 – unavailable data, 2010 - 100 money prizes, with amounts from 80 euro
to 3000 euro, 2011 – 50 money prizes, with amounts from 100 euro to 3000 euro [16].
Tourism. The sport event is a touristic attraction itself, comparable in business
tourism with an international convention or in the cultural tourism with a traditional
festival. This represents a method of attracting the touristic flows by simply attending
the event. Usually an international sporting event takes from 2 to 3, 4 days and the
organizers are taking advantage of this fact, suggesting to tourists, accommodation
offers or additional means of leisure, relaxation and knowledge. This is a strategy to
maximize the economic impact that a sport event can have for the local economy, by
attracting new revenues from tourism, but also from the intercultural exchange between
tourist and local community.
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Neither Bucharest International Marathon omitted this opportunity to promote
the Romanian tourism through the sport event. The motto chosen to promote Bucharest
International Marathon in “Distance Running” magazine (3rd edition, 2011), was rather
an invitation to classic tourism than to a sport event (Figure 5): “Visit ROMANIA and
register now!” [18].
The organizers published on the event’s official site, various accommodation
offers from several hotels downtown Bucharest, with special prices for this event and
the reservations were available directly on the event’s website (by only filling in an
accommodation reservation form). Unfortunately there are no records regarding the
number or nationality of the people who contracted accommodation through this
service, so there is no way to measure the economical impact of the event through the
medium of accommodation demand.
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Also on the event’s website were presented a few touristic offers for different
trips before and after the main sport event: Bucharest city tour (3 hours), one day trip or
two days trip outside Bucharest (Figure 6), such as a short circuit along Prahova’sValley:
including Sinaia, Braşov, Râşnov, Prejmer, Bran, with prices including transport, English
speaking guide, entry ticket to the main touristic attractions, a traditional Romanian
lunch [16]. Unfortunately, there are no records regarding the number of people who
contracted these trips, so there is no way to analyze the impact of the event as promoter
of leisure tourism.

Personal impressions. As an active participant to this event (volunteer and
runner in the Relay race), two years in a row (2011 and 2012), I had the chance to be
involved in organizing the event but also to take part to the competition. As a volunteer
in organizing, I could measure the efforts and the work involved in preparing an
international event but as a participant to the race, I could see also the organizing issues
and limitations. Repeating the experience, I had the opportunity to observe the event’s
evolution and the measures that were taken to improve the quality of the services and
facilities provided to the participants. Most of the impressions exposed below are also
based on the feedback received from other Romanian runners, some of them amateurs,
some others regular participants to international street races.
In 2011, the marathon’s main location was Alba-Iulia Square (green area)(Photo
3); this is the place which hosted the temporary tents, specially prepared for the event:
Expo-Marathon (the main tent who gathered all the event’s sponsors and partners), the
organizing tents (for registration, info point, medical care, food supply point, hydration
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point), the media tents (for interviews and conference press sessions), the main stage
(for announcements and award ceremony), the runners’ cloakroom.
After a few days of raining, Alba-Iulia Square got covered in mud, so to avoid the
same scenario, the next year (2012), the main location of the marathon was set in
Constituției Square (paved area) (Photo 4).

The main tent hosted the Expo-Marathon where the sponsors and partners
exposed their products and shared their activity, the info point and the registration area.
The place was most of the time crowded with mixed people, ones who were waiting to
register, others looking for the info point, others wanting to visit the exposition. The
atmosphere was sometimes chaotic and the participants got frustrated with the
situation. A solution could be having three different tents, clearly marked, for these
activities: exposition, information and registration. From what I saw, most of the crowd
was waiting to the registration points, where the space was insufficient and not
efficiently organized for the activity (Photo 5).
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Another aspect related to the specific infrastructure prepared for the event, was
the fact that the tent designed as cloakroom for all the runners, did not reached the
proper standards. The same tent, used to storage the luggage, was also the only place
where runners could change their clothes. There was no intimacy for them and also, the
luggage was not stored in proper conditions (down on the floor) (Photo 6).
Even if there were not proper conditions to store the luggage and there was no
special tent to be used as locker room for the runners, there were also a lot of facilities
and services that showed the organizers’ increased interest for the safety of the
participants, especially runners: permanent medical coverage and security assistance
(police, gendarmerie, private security)(Photo 7), to avoid any accident or unpleasant
incident; food supply and hydration points along the running route and in the main
location; a special tent where the runners could get a massage after the race; mobile
hydration points (on bicycles) (Photo 8) – in 2012, the hydration supplies were
increased because of the high temperatures (to avoid the risk of dehydration).
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Even with this measure, a lot of runners (especially the ones who ran the full
marathon race) complained that the hydration supplies were not enough along the route
and they had to run the last 10 km of the race without water since the hydration points
along the route were out of supplies. The same thing happened in 2012 with the food
supplies, which ran out of stock before the end of the competition. The final total of
participants in 2012 was higher than the organizers previously estimated, because the
number of participants registered in the last minute (one day before the competition
and even in day of the competition) was higher this year compared with 2011 (because
of the good weather). In 2011 instead, given the bad weather (rain, strong wind and low
temperatures) a lot of runners (mostly amateurs) quit the competition before the start;
more than this, given the conditions, there were just a few last minutes registrations.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Sport tourism in Romania is a new concept and as economic branch, it is also at
the beginning of its evolution, especially compared to Western European countries
where this type of tourism contributes substantially to the economic growth, basically
on the strength of the common mentality that relies on the importance of the physical
culture; an important role here is also the high level of general development, that
provides the proper conditions (especially suitable infrastructure and legislation) to
sustain different sporting activities and events.
Even if sport in Romania has a certain tradition, the rebirth of physical cultures
just a new trend, but is adopted by a growing segment of population, from regular
people who practice a sport as a measure to increase the quality of life, to sportsmen for
whom practicing a sport is already a lifestyle. This segment of population led to the
demand for sport tourism in Romania. However, the infrastructure, both general and
specific, did not reach yet the proper standards in order to sustain a real development of
sport tourism in Romania.
Given these two factors, sport tourism in Romania generally has a local impact,
thus, most of the tourists that travel for any reason related to a sporting activity are
Romanians. Yet, Romania’s accession to the European Union in 2007, created a favorable
context and since then, Romania made some efforts to align to the required international
standards, including the sporting field. By 2008, Bucharest was the only European
capital which does not have its own international marathon.
Today, Bucharest International Marathon reached the 5th edition and it is
officially on the list of world’s street marathons, accredited by the International
Association of Street Marathons. More than this, Bucharest International Marathon
became a sporting event with international participation (in 2011 - 51 countries), that
grew with every edition, from 3500 participants in 2008 to over 6000 in 2012. This
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shows that Bucharest International Marathon is already a landmark of Bucharest and
further, Romania’s also, that acts like a tourist product, generating tourist flows and
international incomes.
Bucharest International Marathon is not yet a sport event well-known worldwide
but if the event will grow with the same intensity that it did until now, there are chances
to become representative at a global scale and to act as an example for other cities in
Romania also.
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Une proposition de circuit géotouristique avec un guide des Gorges du
Danube en Roumanie
Daniel Iosif

A proposal for a geotouristic circuit with guide in the Danube’s
Gorges in Romania. In the previous issue of this journal we published
a research on the geo(morpho)logic characteristics of the Iron Gates in
Romania and the existing issues regarding a study of geosites [1]. This
time we tried to develop a geotourism circuit comprising some high
value geosites. It should be mentioned that the proposed circuit is not
part of any touristic offer, so it can be integrated immediately into
local geotourism programs. This circuit is created to ameliorate the
geotourism and to increase the overall tourist offer of Romanian
Danube Gorges.
Key words: geotouristic circuit, Danube’s gorges, valuing the natural
heritage

O propunere de circuit turistic cu ghid în Cheile Dunării din
Romania. În numărul trecut al acestei reviste am publicat o cercetare
ce visa caracteristicile geo(morfo)logice ale regiunii Porțile de Fier din
România precum și provocările existente în ceea ce privește un studiu
al geositurilor de aici [1]. Acum, am încercat să elaborăm un circuit
turistic care să cuprindă câteva geosituri cu valoare geoturistică
ridicată. Trebuie mentionat că circuitul propus nu face parte din nici o
ofertă turistică existentă, deci poate fi preluat și integrat imediat în
programele geoturistice locale. Acest circuit are ca scop ameliorarea
geoturismului și creșterea ofertei turistice generale în Cheile Dunării
din România.
Cuvinte cheie: circuit geoturistic, cheile Dunării, valorizarea
patrimoniului natural
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1. INTRODUCTION
Les circuits et itinéraires constituent un moyen toujours plus prisé par les zones
touristiques afin de mettre en avant leur offre. Ils permettent également de répondre {
l’attente des visiteurs dont le comportement évolue.
On peut distinguer deux types de balisage touristique: les circuits et les
itinéraires. Un circuit est une distance { parcourir pour faire le tour d’un lieu. Le
parcours forme une boucle ce qui implique donc que le point de départ et d’arrivée soit
le même. Le circuit ramène donc le touriste { son lieu de départ. Un itinéraire désigne un
chemin { suivre pour aller d’un lieu { un autre, il n’implique donc pas de retour { la „case
départ”, les points de départ et d’arrivée étant différents. Dans ce travail, nous avons
choisi de développer un tel circuit plutôt qu’un itinéraire, car les guides accompagnent
et guident le visiteur de façon plus continue. Ils reconduisent le visiteur au lieu de départ
et la durée du parcours est clairement indiquée. Le touriste peut donc prévoir
exactement { quelle heure il sera de retour au point de départ et n’a pas besoin de
s’efforcer { chercher des repères dans une région qu’il ne connaît pas. De plus, étant
donnée que la ville d’Orșova représente souvent le point terminus de leur visite (les
touristes n’avancent pas vers l’ouest) nous devons alors nous arrêter sur la forme d’un
circuit géotouristique qui commence et finit { Orșova.
Les circuits sont donc une bonne solution pour faire découvrir la région des
Portes de Fer. De plus, ils présentent les avantages suivants :
· Guider les visiteurs de point en point, ce qui limite le sentiment d’insécurité que
peuvent ressentir les touristes dans une région étrangère;
· Attirer l’attention du visiteur { chaque point en lui donnant une information précise
par une signalétique du lieu qui l’aide { comprendre ce qu’il voit (nous avons créé 9 tel
points d’intérêt dans notre circuit présenté suivant);
· Gérer les flux touristiques en dispatchant les visiteurs sur des lieux différents;
· Allonger le temps de visite pour une consommation plus importante sur place. Les
circuits et itinéraires ont la faculté d’influencer les dépenses des excursionnistes
(restauration, souvenirs, shopping, cartes postales, boissons…) et des touristes
(hébergement, activités de loisirs…);
· Motiver les partenaires du tourisme comme les gîtes, les hôteliers, les commerçants et
les habitants [2].
On doit mentionner que ce papier touche un sujet qui fut le centre des
nombreuses recherches antérieures (notamment une thèse de doctorat). Nous avons
étudié la région des Gorges du Danube { travers plusieurs points de vue et nous ne nous
focaliseront pas sur cette aspect. On doit seulement préciser que les géosites qui s’y
trouvent ont été étudiés au préalable. Nos recherches ont démontré que cette région est
pertinente pour une étude des géosites [3]. Maintenant on doit voir si cette région (et
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ces géosites) peut être valorisée touristiquement. Pour faire cela, nous avons créé un
circuit géotouristique.

2. LE CIRCUIT
Notre circuit comprend environ 25 km en bateau, 8 km pédestre et 25 km en bus.
Le circuit contient 9 points d’intérêt où le guide va faire une petite présentation
géotouristique et 5 points du vue d’où les géotouristes peuvent admirer les beautés de
cette région. Les Cartes 1 et 2 montrent le circuit avec tous les points d’intérêt et de vue.
Dans le Tableau 1 nous avons détaillé tous les 9 points d’intérêt, avec leurs
caractéristiques les plus importantes.
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En ce qui concerne les points de vue, ils sont 5 dont 4 sont situés sur le plateau de
Ciucarul Mare et offrent les meilleurs panoramas des gorges du Danube. Généralement,
ils correspondent aux points d’intérêt traités ci-dessus (Figures 1, 2 et 3). Ici, sur le
plateau karstique de Ciucarul Mare, le géotouriste domine le Danube avec plus de 200 m
d’altitude, situé presque verticalement au-dessus des eaux danubiennes. Concernant les
autres panoramas qui s’ouvrent aux géotouristes pendant leur voyage en bus (le retour
vers Orșova), nous avons déj{ fait des recherches { propos de la typologie des paysages
qui se dégagent tout au long de la voie routière [4].
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Point
d’intérêt
Point 1

Points 2 et 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

Point 7

Point 8

Point 9

Zone

Commentaire

Le Golf de Cerna

Premier point d’intérêt après on laisse le port
d’Orșova est le golf de Cerna. Ici le guide va
conter le rôle que tiennent la rivière de Cerna
et le barrage dans l’apparition de ce golf.
Les premiers gorges C’est la première section très étroite que l’on
– Les Petits Cazans
traverse. Le guide doit parler de ces gorges: le
calcaire, les grottes, l’âge, leurs formation etc.
Entre ces deux points d’intérêt il y a le
premier point de vue, en face de la statue de
Décébale (où toujours le guide doit
l’expliquer).
Les Grands Cazans
Après on dépasse le golf de Dubova, le bateau
va entrer dans la deuxième section des gorges
– Les Grands Cazans. Les informations
géographiques s’approchent des points
précédents.
La Grotte de
Représente un „passage” très intéressant pour
Ponicova
les géotouristes. Entre le voyage sur l’eau et
celui sur terre on passe par l’intérieur de la
terre. La traversée de la grotte est un peu
difficile. Le guide doit expliquer l’intérieur de
celle-ci.
La vallée de Ponicova On sort de la grotte mais on s’arrête juste en
face d’elle. Les géotouristes doivent recevoir
les informations concernant la vallée sèche de
Ponicova et comprendre comment l’eau se
perd dans le calcaire pour ne jamais revenir {
la surface de la Terre.
Les lapiazs de
On est arrivé dans le plateau karstique de
Ciucarul Mare
Ciucarul Mare. Les premières formes
karstiques que l’on voit sont les lapiazs. Le
guide va expliquer ces lapiazs: leurs formes,
leur morphogénèse etc.
Le coin nordique du
Ce point d’intérêt correspond au point de vue
plateau de Ciucarul
2 (Figure 1). En face des touristes s’ouvre un
Mare
beau paysage panoramique comprenant les
Petits Cazans et le golf de Dubova. Le guide va
expliquer cette alternance de sections très
étroites avec des bassins plus larges.
Au milieu du même
On s’y arrête pour voir et pour discuter du
plateau karstique
paysage karstique du plateau (point de vue 5).
Le paysage se présente comme une alternance
des surfaces plaines avec des petites
dépressions. Ces dépressions s’appellent
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dolines et uvales et représentent toujours le
relief karstique. Le guide va parler de ces
microformes: leur genèse, leur importance,
leurs dimensions. Le guide va toujours parler
de ce type de sol rouge qui se trouve au pied
des géotouristes.
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3. PUBLIC-CIBLE
Le circuit proposé s’adresse { des touristes ou excursionnistes de tout âge et de
toutes nationalités se déplaçant { pied dans la région des Gorges du Danube. S’il y a des
touristes étrangers, l’accompagnement se fera en anglais et en français. Une
segmentation en fonction de divers critères nous permet de définir plus clairement le
public auquel s’adresse le circuit.
Segmentation en fonction de :
Critères géographiques:
 Roumanie (tourisme interne)
 Etranger (tourisme externe)
Critères de durée du séjour:
 Touristes (restent au minimum une nuit sur place)
 Excursionnistes (ne passent pas la nuit sur place)
Critère de mobilité:
 Se déplaçant { pied une fois sur place
Critères sociodémographiques:
 Homme ou femme
 Entre 12 et 70 ans
 Personnes qui aiment le géotourisme
 Familles
 Vacanciers
Critères psychologiques:
 Besoin d’évasion et de dépaysement
 Curieux et intérêt pour la découverte
 Aimant la marche
 Intérêt pour les thèmes proposés
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Comportement et habitudes de voyage:
 Réservation plutôt tardive
 Durée de séjour courte
 Peu informé { l’arrivée
 Indépendant

4. LE PROGRAMME
Le programme temporaire et géographique du circuit se présente comme suit
(voir aussi les Cartes 1 et 2):
La route fluviale (ne comprend aucun arrêt, les points d’intérêt et ceux de vue
sont discutés en passant)
 10:00 le départ en bateau du port touristique d’Orșova;
 10:05 le bateau arrive dans le golf de Cerna où se trouve le premier point
d’intérêt 1. On ne s’arrête pas;
 10:25 on arrive dans la première section des gorges, les Petits Cazans 2;
 10:30 le bateau se trouve en face du petit golf de Mraconia au-dessus duquel
s’élève, sculpté en calcaire, le grand visage de Décébale 1;
 10:35 on entre dans le deuxième secteur des Petits Cazans, l{ où la vallée
danubienne ne dépasse pas la largeur de 200 m 3;
 10:42 après avoir dépassé le golf de Dubova, on entre dans les Grands Cazans
4;
 10:50 on traverse tout le secteur très étroit des Grands Cazans et on arrive en
face de la grotte de Ponicova. C’est la fin de la route fluviale.
La randonnée pédestre
 11:05 les géotouristes se trouvent au milieu de la grande grotte de Ponicova 5.
Petit arrêt pour quelques informations;
 11:30 On est sorti de la grotte Ponicova. On remarque le grande entrée et on
explique le phénomène du passage de l’eau en souterrain (la grotte est sèche) 6
On continue puis 1,5 km { pied toute au long de la voie routière;
 12:00 Nous sommes dans le pied du plateau karstique, nous faisons une pause et
prenons une petite collation;
 13:30 On est sur le plateau karstique de Ciurcarul Mare 7 où l’on peut observer
les lapiazs;
 13:40 On arrive au-dessus des eaux danubiennes, sur le coin nordique du plateau.
Le paysage est magnifique 8 2 ;
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 14:00 On continue { marcher sur la bordure du plateau, en admirant les Grands
Cazans. Nous avons plusieurs points de vue 3 4 ;
 14:40 Nous sommes au milieu du plateau, entouré par des formes karstiques. On
observe le paysage spécifique et on parle des principales formes de ce
microrelief: les dolines et les uvales 9 5 ;
 15:00 Nous descendons jusqu’{ la voie routière, où nous avons pris la petite
collation. Un bus nous y attend pour rentrer { Orșova. C’est la fin de la randonnée
pédestre.
La voie routière
 15:10 On prend la voie routière pour rentrer { Orșova. A cette occasion on
admire les Gorges du Danube et les paysages depuis la rive roumaine, où la voie
routière suit, en grande partie, le bord du Danube. On peut faire des arrêts, mais
ils ne sont pas obligatoires;
 Vers 16:40 Nous rentrons { Orșova, la ville de départ. Cette heure peut être
modifiée en fonction du nombre et des arrêts effectués.

5. ANALYSE SWOT
Il est difficile d’établir un circuit dont le parcours serait idéal. Chaque circuit
comporte des forces et des faiblesses qui lui sont propres. En réalisant une analyse
SWOT de notre circuit nous pouvons donc présenter clairement les forces et les
faiblesses tout en tenant également compte de facteurs d’influences externes.
Le Tableau 2 avec l’analyse SWOT contient beaucoup d’informations utiles, qui
peuvent être commentés. Mais nous arrêtons, cette fois-ci, sur certains aspects dévoilés
dans les cases des Faiblesses et des Menaces. Notre étude peut être utilisée par les
administrations locales en vue d’améliorer les points faibles de cette région par rapport
aux activités touristiques. Ainsi, nous avons vu que la grotte de Ponicova n’est pas
aménagée touristiquement, donc les autorités locales doivent créer un projet en ce sens.
Cela représente seulement un exemple des géosites { fort potentiel géotouristique qui
ne sont pas aménagés adéquatement. Nos géosites sont presque tous dans le même cas.
Puis, dans la catégorie des Menaces, il y a le risque que certaines régions connaissent une
augmentation de la fréquentation touristique conduisant { de très fortes pressions
anthropiques.
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Forces
 Le circuit est entièrement en nature ce
qui est agréable pour le visiteur
désirant échapper { l’agitation de la
ville;
 Permet au visiteur de se reconnecter {
la nature et { lui-même;
 Le circuit combine la promenade en
bateau avec celle pédestre;
 Concentration de curiosités dans un
périmètre restreint;

Faiblesses
 La traversée de la grotte de Ponicova
est difficile { cause du manque de la
lumière et du terrain accidenté (la
grotte
n’est
pas
aménagée
adéquatement);
 Les touristes doivent être équipés de
chaussures trekking, d’une lampe de
poche (pour la grotte) et d’un chapeau
protégeant du soleil (pendant les
promenades fluviale et pédestre,
parfois le soleil est fort).

 On peut apercevoir de nombreuses
espèces faunistiques, notamment le
Testudo
Hermanni
(Tortue
d’Hermann);
 La traversée de la grotte de Ponicova
donne au visiteur le sentiment de
découvrir un passage secret.
Opportunités
 La population est toujours plus
stressée et recherche le contact avec
les éléments de la nature;

Menaces
 Les endroits „secrets” et insolites que
propose le circuit risquent de devenir
trop fréquentés;

 Grâce { l’accompagnement d’un guide,
les géotouristes peuvent apprendre
beaucoup des choses au niveau de
l’histoire de la Terre et de ces régions;

 Une
pression
anthropique
sur
l’environnement
suite
{
l’augmentation de la fréquentation des
touristes;

 L’opportunité d’admirer les paysages
depuis trois endroits différents: depuis
le bateau, depuis le massif de Ciucarul
Mare
(vue
panoramique
exceptionnelle) et depuis la rive
roumaine;

 Les investisseurs et les villageois
décident de construire de nouveaux
logements touristiques dans le parc
naturel.

 Le géotourisme devient plus important
pour cette région, aspect qui doit se
fait sentir aussi dans le développement
économique général de la région.
 La
possibilité
d’accéder
aux
informations (en temps réelle depuis
les téléphones portables) des géosites
visités grâce au site web développé
dans pour ce travail.
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En ce sens il faut signaler que beaucoup d’hébergements touristiques ont été
construits sans autorisations de construction en bonne et du forme (corruption au
niveau locale, régional et national) De nombreux gîtes identiques sont encore en
construction aujourd’hui. Bien sur, c’est la cause de l’augmentation des touristes mais les
autorités locales doivent prendre en considérations ces réalités et, le plus important,
respecter les lois environnementales.
6. CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES
Nous avons proposé ici un circuit touristique dans les Gorges du Danube. Nous
avons essayé de tenir compte de plusieurs réalités propre au phénomène touristique
(certaines de ces aspects nous les avons déj{ publiées - [5]). Nous avons également tenu
compte du fait que le principal centre touristique de cette région est la ville d’Orșova est
nous avons crée un circuit qui commence et finit dans cette ville. Puis nous avons tenu
compte des principaux objectifs touristiques, (et principaux géosites, comme nous avons
vu dans les chapitres précédentes) représentés par les Grands et Petits Cazans. Les
touristes les plébiscitent et nous les avons intégrés dans notre circuit. De plus, les
touristes qui arrivent dans cette région ressentent l’envie de faire des promenades en
bateau, donc nous avons introduit cela dans le circuit géotouristique. Enfin, l’arrivé dans
le plateau de Ciucarul Mare offre aux touristes les plus beaux paysages des Gorges du
Danube. Bref, nous avons essayé de faire un circuit complexe, avec des promenades en
bateau et pédestre, sur l’eau et sous les grottes, en utilisant plusieurs géosites étudiés
par nous dans cette ouvrage.
N’étant personnellement pas apte { juger de la faisabilité d’une excursion (degré
de difficulté par rapport { des groupes de différents niveaux), ce projet nous permet de
laisser aux professionnels du domaine le choix de concocter des excursions adaptées {
tous les types de clientèles: de la famille avec enfants aux sportifs aguerris en passant
par le groupe du troisième âge ou les classes scolaires. Deuxièmement, la mise { jour
aisée de la base de données des géosites permet de diversifier l’offre et les possibilités
d’excursion en y ajoutant des formes encore non inventoriées. On pourrait même
imaginer que les randonneurs ou les guides proposent eux aussi de nouveaux sites ou
des ajouts aux caractéristiques de ceux existants et qu’ils fassent évoluer notre base de
données [6].
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